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ABSTRACT

This study sought to explore students’ perspectives on the extent to which the
female and male Islamic education teachers transmitted negative messages as a
hidden curriculum while teaching their 12th grade students in secondary schools in
Saudi Arabia.
Three hundred twenty-nine students participated in the study. One hundred
thirty-eight students were female students, and one hundred ninety-one were male
students, all of whom graduated during the academic year 2006-2007 from secondary
schools in Saudi Arabia. A descriptive study was used to accomplish the objectives of
the study, and data were collected through survey questionnaires. The findings
revealed that the highest score of a negative message that the Islamic education
teachers transmitted to their student in the 12th grade in Saudi secondary schools
while teaching them the Islamic education courses was 3.48. Based on the Likert
scale which was used in this study, a rating from 3 to less than four (3-<4) means that
the female and male students in the 12th grade neither agreed nor strongly disagreed
on the entire stated negative messages that were transmitted by their Islamic
education teachers while teaching them Islamic education courses. This study found
that there was no statistically significant difference between all students’ responses
based on their gender and major. F (1,325) =.432, P = .512.
There was a statistically significant difference between all students’ responses
based on their gender and major in terms of the second subscale, “The Subject-Matter
F (1,325) = 4.893, P =.028.
iv

There was a statistically significant difference in the female students’
responses in terms of the second subscale, “The Subject-Matter,” based on their
majors. F (1,136) = 4.757, P =.031. This study concludes with some
recommendations as well as suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The hidden or implicit curriculum, with its hidden messages, supersedes most
formal curricula. While a great deal of research has been conducted on the formal
and hidden curricula in relation to the teacher/student relationship, the majority of the
research is from the viewpoint of the scholar or educator and not that of the student.
In a world as progressive and mobile as the one we currently live in, it is
imperative to determine and understand the existence, as well as the depth of the
impact, that hidden messages transmitted through teachers’ hidden curricula have on
the minds of students. Knowing that hidden messages can have positive or negative
consequences makes obtaining this knowledge even more worthwhile.
It is well documented that teachers are instrumental in the developmental
process of gender socialization, which occurs during the educational process.
Scholars also acknowledge that teachers not only transfer formal knowledge, but also
transmit hidden messages that relate to the students’ values and beliefs, their self
concept and behaviors, and their thoughts on life, culture and society, basically all
components or norms of any societal structure (Sadker & Sadker, 1984, 1985, 1994;
Grossman & Grossman, 1994; Renzetti & Curran, 1999). In fact, this transference
starts long before the formal lecture ever begins and continues long past the time the
lights go out. In other words, what students learn in a classroom is not only what is
being taught. Considerable quantities of substantial learning are frequently taught
through hidden curricula and hidden messages (Giroux & Penna, 1979; Anderson,
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1992). The idea that educators teach things that they do not necessarily intend to
teach, just by their actions, can be mind-boggling.
For instance, the way an educator tackles or avoids confronting an issue, how
and to what depth certain topics are covered, which items are given priority over
other items, which student or students are called upon most frequently, the teacher’s
body language (e.g., facial expressions and body positioning), along with the general
mood of each interaction, all communicate hidden messages. These messages,
whether positive or negative, have a profound impact on the life of each student
within the teacher’s sphere of contact.
This research examines broad definitions and characteristics of hidden
curricula drawn from previous and current, if applicable, general literature.
Theoretical and organizational frameworks and approaches to curricula in general are
discussed; specifically, hidden curricula, with its different methodologies, are closely
explored. Although “negative messages” is the main focus of this study, positive and
negative aspects of hidden messages conveyed through hidden curricula, along with
their impact on students, are also reviewed.
Through the use of a questionnaire, this study explored, from the students’
perspectives, the extent Islamic education teachers are transmitting “negative
messages” while teaching the 12th grade's Islamic education courses in Saudi Arabian
secondary schools.
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Statement of Problem
Since September 11, 2001, Islamic curricula and its teachers have been highly
criticized and under rigorous review. Critics state that the Islamic curricula teach
students to be intolerant, prejudicial, and fanatical about any religion that is not
Muslim. Some educators, however, believe hidden curricula to be the source of these
“negative crucial thinking concepts.” It is their contention that Islamic curricula
teachers are transmitting “negative messages” to students through hidden curricula
and that the content of the messages are in direct contradiction to the context of the
Islamic curricula. In July, 2004, Saudi Prince Khaled Al-Faisal bin Abd Al-‘Aziz, the
former governor of the 'Asir province, was asked, “Do you think this sort (of activity)
is done or has been done more to foster violence than the school curricula?” His
answer was a resounding “yes.” It was his perception that hidden curricula conveyed
by teachers to students in schools, institutes, faculties, and universities were
implanting ideas of violent behavior and fanaticism.
It is important to note that Saudi Prince Khaled Al-Faisal presided as
president over the Abha Forum, held in Abha, in southern Saudi Arabia. The forum
was titled “hidden curriculum” (July, 2004). Several papers presented during the
Abha Forum provided validity for Al-Fiasal’s comments relating to hidden curricula
and its ability to incite violence within a society, school or otherwise. Al-Muzaini
(2004) gave numerous examples relating to how Saudi teachers transmit “negative
messages” through hidden curricula. For example, teachers give their attention, praise
and respect to those students whose personal appearance may seem more
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conservative. They might also convey to their students that appearance is highly
important and will be taken into account when evaluating them. Some teachers utilize
what is happening in current society to further their own agendas. They spend the
entire class period delivering their personal opinions and thoughts, which are usually
unrelated to the course objectives and contents. The class lecture concludes with an
apology directed toward their students stating that these issues are more important
and that the student needs to know and understand his/her society. He added that
many teachers, especially Islamic education teachers, provide their students with
additional information not found in the textbook, while others try to force the students
to accept their opinions even if they contradict the textbook.
Al- Khateeb (2004) believed that the hidden curriculum takes many
manifestations, such as: teaching what the teacher believes, not what the textbook
says; providing articles and additional information that demonstrate the teachers’
opinions and beliefs; and the fact that some teachers consider any form of
extracurricular activities useless unless the activities are connected to “Islamic
awareness activities.” Al-Shaabi (2004) declared that teachers who teach science,
English, and mathematics frequently convert their classes to preachy classes and
spend the majority of class time transmitting their opinions and beliefs to their
students. In subsequent interviews, Prince Al-Faisal continued to warn about the
dangers of the hidden curricula. He appealed to all Saudi rulers, educators, and the
general public “to combat the negative hidden messages with their insidious content
that have spread throughout all levels of our educational system.” He was concerned
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that educators might not realize the extent or depth of the hidden messages they
passed on to their students. He also warned against informal or hidden curricula that
could incite brutality and cruelty, and called for reforms to prevent the negative
aspects of hidden curricula within the classroom (Dankowitz, 2005).
If there is cause for concern in the Islamic educational curricula, it is of vital
consequence to all Saudi people. Answers must be actively sought. Therefore, it is
necessary to ascertain if Saudi Arabian teachers, especially those who teach Islamic
education, are transmitting “negative messages” through hidden curricula to their
students. Do Islamic education teachers use negative messages as a part of hidden
curricula while teaching? Because of the strong impact that Islamic education
teachers have on their students' behaviors and thoughts, it is exceedingly important to
determine if they are conveying negative messages through hidden curricula.
Purpose of the Study
This study focused on a specific group of Saudi Arabian students in order to
investigate to what extent negative messages are transmitted in the course of informal
or hidden curricula in Islamic education. Specifically, are Islamic education teachers
using negative messages (hidden curricula) in the course of teaching formal Islamic
curricula?
No one disputes the overwhelming effect that teachers have on the students
they teach. The interactional relationship between educators and students is a large
component of any student’s learning process. Because the impact is so varied and
vast, this affiliation has the ability to shape and define the character (positively or
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negatively) of each student, regardless of “culture diversity” (Jackson, 1968;
Vallance, 1979; Myles, 2001).
Regardless of content or how the messages are transmitted, whether through
formal or implicit curricula, every message plays a sizeable role in molding the
educational learning process of any student (Jackson, 1968; Dreeben, 1968; Myles,
2001). What makes the use of hidden messages precarious is how the messages are
interpreted.
Significance of the Study
Many studies have been conducted on the correlation between the educational
experience and the significance of hidden curricula. Though many academic studies
have been conducted on hidden curricula, only a few were ever conducted in Saudi
Arabia. Since September 11, 2001, the Islamic curriculum as a whole has come
under heavy fire from some countries. In spite of this criticism, this researcher found
no current studies on hidden curricula related to Islamic education curricula.
This investigator was interested in exploring the hidden messages, specifically
negative messages, students receive and the Islamic education teachers who transmit
them. Therefore, this study determined if Islamic education teachers are conveying
negative messages through hidden curricula.
It is the researcher's belief that this study will prove a valuable asset to
educators at all levels of education. Research into the use, by Islamic education
teachers, of negative hidden messages through hidden curricula will provide
educators with valuable insight into the extent negative hidden messages are being
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utilized in Islamic schools. It will conceivably stimulate and allow the creation of
educational policies that will not only acknowledge the use of hidden curricula, but
also permit teachers to be educated on how to better use hidden curricula and its
messages. By having the erudition to teach educators the appropriate use of hidden
curricula and its messages, less negative and more positive outcomes can be achieved.
Teachers will be able to recognize and analyze their own interactions with students
and identify areas or aspects of their teaching methods that contain hidden curricula.
Although this study was focused on Islamic education teachers in correlation
with hidden curricula and negative messages, it can easily be utilized by educators
who wish to step aside and critique their own words and behaviors while interacting
with students in a learning setting. It is certain that any teaching modality (use of
hidden curricula) should incorporate techniques and beliefs that value and validate
every individual in the classroom experience. In order to accomplish this task,
educators must be able to assess their own personal biases and their own use of
negative messages. However, teachers often are unaware of their beliefs or the
stereotypes that would influence their practices and interactions with male or female
students (Sadker & Sadker, 1982, 1985, 1994; Grossman & Grossman, 1994; Renzetti
& Curran, 1999). This study has the capacity to bring that non-awareness to the
forefront, not only for teachers, but also for those who educate and train teachers, and
those who make the policies that govern teachers.
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Research Questions
The questions the study attempted to answer are:
1. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers?
2. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from the male students' perspectives?
3. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the female students?
4. Are there differences in the students perspectives' based on gender and
majors?
Research Hypotheses
Based on the research questions, the following hypotheses were developed:
1. There is a statistically significant difference between male and female
students' perspectives.
2. There is a statistically significant difference between students' perspectives
according to their majors. (Science section / Liberal Arts section).
The Variables
The independent variables, which may influence students’ responses, are:
gender and students' majors.
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Operational Definitions
For the purpose of this study the following operational definitions were used:
Curriculum: The curriculum in this study followed the definition of Hubbard and
Pamela (1998): “all the learning experiences offered to students, including
content, productions, teaching field experiences, enhancement activities, and
evaluation procedures” (Hubbard & Pamela, 1998, as cited in Coleman &
Cross, 2001, p. 7).
Components of Curriculum: The four components of curriculum as identified by
Philip Tyler, otherwise known as “The Tyler Rational,” consist of: objectives,
subject content, learning experience, and evaluation (Tyler, 1949). These four
components have been studied and utilized in academia for the past five
decades. They will be cited and referred to throughout this study.
Hidden Curriculum: A hidden curriculum consists of the messages that are
transmitted by educators while teaching but not considered part of the formal
or written curriculum. The concept of a hidden curriculum is divided into two
aspects: positive and negative messages.
Negative Messages: Negative messages are thoughts, opinions, or ideas expressed
and conveyed by educators to students through hidden curricula. These
messages frequently are unconstructive and often harmful, if not destructive in
nature to the person receiving them.
Islamic Education Curriculum: The Islamic education curriculum is comprised of the
courses taught to students (Male / Female) K-12 in public schools. These
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courses include all of the traditional forms of religious Islamic thought, which
are:
•

The Noble Quran: Recitation of the holy book of Muslims.

•

Tafsir: Translating and interpreting the meaning of the Noble Quran.

•

Aqidah: The fundamentals of the Islamic creed.

•

Fiqh: (Islamic Jurisprudence) made up of the rulings of Islamic jurists
to direct the lives of Muslims. A component of Islamic studies, Fiqh
expounds the methodology by which Islamic law is derived from
primary and secondary sources.

•

Hadith: (Prophet Mohammad’s sayings) traditions relating to the
words and deeds of the prophet Mohammad that lead to the Muslim
way of life.

•

Islamic Culture: A term primarily used in describing all historical
cultural practices common to the people of Islam.

Islamic Education Teachers: Teachers who educate students in the Islamic courses
(see above); male teachers for all-male schools and female teachers for allfemale schools.
Saudi Secondary Schools: The secondary (high school) levels of education are 10th
grade through 12th grade. Secondary schools are also separated by gender,
with male and female teachers exclusive to each.
Science and Liberal Arts major Sections: In Saudi secondary schools there are to
section the students select from either Science or a Liberal Arts sections for
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the two remaining years (Eleventh and Twelfth grades) In Science section
schools focus on science and mathematics courses beside other courses while
in Liberal Arts section there are no science and mathematics courses however,
the schools focus on the Islamic education and Arabic courses beside other
courses
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Saudi Arabia is a vast country whose culture is steeped in tradition and
religious belief. Its educational system has made incalculable advances right along
with Saudi Arabia’s rapid ascent in modern technologies. Agencies governing
education have struggled to firm-up and streamline policies and objectives as well as
aims that directly impact Saudi students (male and female). They have made the
edification of the Saudi people their main mission and are well on the way to securing
this tangible goal. The Ministry of Education has consistently worked to formulate
objectives that match student needs in relation to psychosocial, emotional, physical,
and mental growth, so that young people can take their place in Saudi society. In
other words, educated people create stronger and healthier societies.
However, with the advent of September 11, 2001, the Islamic educational
system has come under attack from multiple venues (Stalinsky, 2002). In spite of
many concerns, no one (as far as this researcher could find) has taken a hard look at
Islamic education and the teachers who teach it. Reliable data is unfailingly crucial in
ascertaining if, indeed, Islamic education teachers are influencing student attitudes.
Saudi Arabia Background
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) can trace its roots back thousands of
years to the earliest of civilizations. It has grown from an ancient trade center in the
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Middle East to a hub for integrated technologies spanning all areas of commerce.
The Kingdom encompasses an area the size of all of Western Europe, or one-half of
the United States, from the Mississippi River to the east coast, with a population of
approximately 23 million people. The KSA is bordered by the Red Sea on the west,
the Arabian Gulf on the east, Jordan, Iraq and Kuwait to the north and the Sultanate
of Oman and Yemen to the south (Rashid & Shasheen, 2002).
While much of the KSA is arid and sparsely populated, the Kingdom is also a
compilation of high-tech cities, small remote villages, and nomadic tribes alongside
mountain and seashore resorts. Saudi Arabia is also, possibly, one of the largest,
driest countries on the planet, with the world’s richest oil reserves.
While the KSA is highly significant in the economic sphere, it is also the
birthplace of Islam, one of the world’s major monotheistic religions, which dates back
to around 610 (Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia, 2006). Those who follow Islamic
teachings are known as Muslims; Islam means submission to the will of God
(Leipold, 1981).
In order to understand the political, economic, and social structures of the
people of the KSA, it is essential to understand Islam, which governs and inspires
every aspect of a Muslim’s life. Facey (1979) stated “the truest culture of Arabia
rests not in things, but in the words of the language, the Holy Book, the Qur’an” (p.
26).
The KSA has been unified under its current name since 1932. It is a
monarchy ruled by the House of Al-Saud, with Arabic as the official language of the
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people and the Holy Quran. To the Saudi people, Islam is not only the official
religion, but a creed, a constitution, and an integrated way of life. Based on this,
Saudi Arabia has developed an educational system that combines educational theories
and Islamic instructions to meet the needs of the rapidly developing society.
Educational History of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Though the Directorate of Education was established in 1925, it was not until
the Kingdom was created that growth in educational arenas began to occur. Prior to
the founding of the KSA, educational prospects and school accessibility were often
limited to only affluent urbanites. Since Abdulaziz bin Abdelrahman Al-Saud
established the KSA in 1932, its educational system has gone through a remarkable
transformation. Under Al-Saud’s rule, formal education, starting at the primary level,
was established for all Saudi citizens. A large part of this growth consisted of free
education and supplies, along with free health care. By 1951, the KSA had started
226 schools, with approximately 30,000 students in attendance (Royal Embassy of
Saudi Arabia, 2006). The Ministry of Education was established in 1954, headed by
Prince Fahad bin Abdul Aziz, who began the first monumental steps that would
rapidly bring the Saudi educational system into an unprecedented expansion of
education growth and resource availability (Saudi Arabian Cultural Mission, 2006).
Al Dohyan, et al. (2001) credits Aziz with solidifying the KSA’s position on a fully
supported educational system that remains in place today.
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The Mission of Education
Education in Saudi Arabia is a work in progress conducted in compliance with
the Saudi Educational Policy. The Higher Committee of Educational Policy issued
the Educational Policy and Guidelines in 1970. This document is the source
reference regulating the fundamentals, roles, aims, and objectives of the Islamic
education system. Its foundation is derived from the morals and judgments of Islam,
the religion of all Saudi people (The Educational Policy, 1995). The goals of the
Saudi Educational Policy, along with its objectives, guidelines, and principles, are to
ensure that education becomes more efficient and technologically advanced, and to
ensure that the religious, economic and social needs of the country are met. The
eradication of illiteracy among Saudi adults is also a primary focus and goal (Ministry
Report, 1994).
Educational Aims
Saudi Arabia’s primary educational purpose is to assist male and female
students in understanding Islam, in an appropriate and comprehensive manner. The
purpose is also to furnish all students with the values, teachings, and ideals of Islam,
along with the erudition and the proficiencies that are essential to function in today’s
advanced industrial, technological, and scientific-minded society. Assisting
individuals to become valuable, constructive members of their society, community,
and country is also a major aim of the Saudi educational system (Al Dohyan et al.,
2001).
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Saudi educational aims are also directed toward the country’s special-needs
population. Supporting and assisting the physically and/or mentally handicapped as
well as the gifted students of the KSA is another main concern of the Saudi
educational system. These individuals are encouraged to enter educational stages at
any level, at any age or time during their lives. They are assisted and encouraged to
become independent, working members of the Islamic culture (Royal Embassy of
Saudi Arabia, 2006; Ministry of Education, 1980).
The Cost of Education
Education in Saudi Arabia starts at the kindergarten or primary stage and
proceeds through the elementary, intermediate (junior high), and secondary (high
school) stages, ending with higher education (colleges/universities or vocational
schools). At each stage, education is free, including adult, special needs, technical
and/or vocational education. To further increase interest in educational progress, the
government pays monthly stipends to students at universities, teachers’ colleges, and
training centers. In addition, the Saudi government provides opportunities for higher
education abroad by offering scholarships for Master’s and Doctoral degrees, as well
as other scholarships for undergraduate work in area-specific, specialized fields (Al
Dohyan et al., 2001).
Since the cost of education is free to the individual in Saudi Arabia, it is worth
noting that the government has spent approximately $70 billion (SR 240) on
education over the past 25 years, making Saudi educational expenditures one of the
highest in the world. Statistics from 2004 show that the government was spending
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over 9% of the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) on education (Arab News,
15 February 2004).
Saudi Education Policy: Principles and Objectives
In 1970, the Higher Committee of Educational Policy in Saudi Arabia
established the Educational Policy for Saudi Arabia. This text outlined the
characteristics of education, based on Islamic teachings. This in-depth document is
the main reference for the principles and objectives that support, govern, and direct
educational curricula in the KSA. The principles founded by the committee illustrate
that not only is Islam a vital part of Saudi education, but also is the very core of its
curricula. The following principles were founded by the committee in 1970
(Education Policy, 1970):
1. Strengthen faith in God and Islam, and in Mohammad (Peace be Upon Him)
as Prophet and Messenger of God.
2. Foster a holistic, Islamic concept of the universe, man, and life, such that the
entire world is subject to the laws of God in fulfilling its duty without any
interruption or confusion.
3. Emphasize that life is a stage of work and production during which the
Muslim invests his capacities with a full understanding of and faith in the
eternal life in the other world. Today is work without judgment and
tomorrow is judgment without work.
4. Proclaim that the message of Mohammad (Peace be Upon Him) ensures
happiness to man and rescues humanity from all the corruptions and misery.
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5. Instill the Islamic ideals of a humane, prudent, and constructive civilization
guided by the message of Mohammad (Peace be Upon Him) to realize glory
on earth and happiness in the other world.
6. Engender faith in human dignity as decreed by the Holy Qur’an and that each
Muslim is entrusted with the task of fulfilling God’s wishes on earth.
7. Reinforce that it is the duty of each Muslim to seek education and the duty of
the state to provide education in its various stages within the state’s capacity
and resources.
8. Incorporate religious education as a basic element in all primary,
intermediary, and secondary stages of education and maintain Islamic culture
as a basic course in all the years of higher education.
9. Integrate Islamic orientation in sciences and knowledge in all their forms,
items, curricula, writing, and teaching so that they would fall in harmony with
sound Islamic thinking.
10. Stimulate the use of human knowledge in the light of Islam to raise the
standard of living of our country and nation and to fulfill our role in world
cultural progress.
11. Foster absolute faith in the fundamentals of the Islamic nation and its unity
regardless of race, color, and geographical distance.
12. Teach the importance of our national history, the preservation of the heritage
of the Islamic religion, and learn from the lives of four ancestors using their
experience as a guiding light for our present and future.
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13. Promote Islamic solidarity and strengthen cooperation among Islamic peoples
in order to protect them against all dangers.
14. Teach respect for the general rights guaranteed by Islam in order to maintain
law and order and achieve stability for the Muslim community in its religion,
soul, family, honor, mind, and property.
15. Advocate social solidarity among the members of the Muslim community
through cooperation, love, fraternity, and through placing public interest over
private interest.
16. Enlighten that God has bestowed a special responsibility on the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia as: a) guardian of Islam’s Sacred Places; b) defender of the land
in which inspiration descended on the Prophet Mohammed; c) in her adoption
of Islam as a creed, worship, law, constitution, and way of life; and d) in its
responsibility of spreading the word and wisdom of Islam throughout
humanity.
17. Pronounce that the preaching of Islam throughout the world, with prudence
and persuasion, is the duty of the state and its citizens.
Achieving the Purpose of Education
The Saudi Education Policy also specifies the objectives of Islam that are
needed to achieve the purpose of education. The following are twelve of the most
prominent (Ministry of Education, 1980):
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1. Promoting the spirit of loyalty to Islamic law by denouncing any system or
theory that conflicts with this law and by honesty and behavior in conformity
with the general provisions of this law.
2. Demonstrating the full harmony between science and religion in the Islamic
law, as Islam is a combination of religion and secularism, and Islamic thought
meets all the human needs in their highest forms and in all ages.
3. Encouraging and promoting the spirit of scientific thinking and research,
strengthening the faculty of observation and meditation, and enlightening the
student about God’s miracles in the universe and God’s wisdom in His
creatures; thus enabling the individual to fulfill an active role in building a
social life and in steering it toward the right direction.
4. Understanding the environment in all forms, broadening the horizons of
students by introducing them to the different parts of the world and the natural
resources and products that characterize each country, with emphasis on the
wealth and raw resources of our country, their geographic location in their
country and the economic position and political role our country plays in
safeguarding Islam and working for the solidarity of the Islamic Nation.
5. Furnishing the students with at least one of the living languages, in addition to
their native language, to enable them to acquire knowledge, arts, and useful
inventions, transfer our knowledge and sciences to other communities, and
participate in the spreading of Islam and serving humanity.
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6. Keeping pace with characteristics of each phase of the psychological growth
of young people, helping the individual to grow spiritually, mentally,
emotionally and socially in a sound way, and emphasizing the spiritual
Islamic aspects so that it will be the main guideline of private and public
behavior for the individual and society.
7. Studying individual differences among students so as to properly orient them
and assist them to grow in line with their abilities, capabilities, and
inclinations.
8. Caring for and providing academically retarded students with special
education, eliminating as many of their handicaps as possible, and setting up
special permanent and provisional programs to fit their needs.
9. Training the necessary manpower and diversifying education with special
attention to vocational training.
10. Planting the zeal of work in the hearts of students, commending it in all its
forms, urging individuals to excel in their work, and emphasizing the role of
work in the construction of the nation. This is done by:
A. Forming scientific skills and attending to applied sciences in school to
give the student the chance to practice handicraft activities, participate in
production, and acquire experience in laboratories, construction work, and
farms.
B. Studying the scientific principles of various activities so that the level of
mechanical production will attain progress and invention.
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11. Awakening the spirit of Islamic struggle to fight ignorance and poverty,
resume its glory, and fulfill the mission of Islam.
12. Establishing the strong relations that exist among Muslims and the unity of
the Muslim Nation.
Utilizing these aims and principles, the Ministry of Education has established
a strong foundation for the Islamic educational system. Educators perform their
responsibilities in accordance with their religion and the law of Allah guided by the
Holy Qur’an.
Education Ladder
The educational ladder in Saudi Arabia is based on a 6-3-3 pattern (six years
of elementary, with three years of both intermediate and secondary levels). Students
begin school at the age of six and continue through the next 12 years in order to
obtain a public school certificate. After completing the elementary levels, students
have the choice of quitting school or continuing on in their studies. Furthermore,
male students have the option of choosing any technical or vocational institution after
finishing the intermediate stage of their education (Ministry of Education, 1980).
Each stage of education is governed by objectives specifically tailored to the age of
students.
Learning institutions are also provided, offering various vocations, for female
students (Al Dohyan et al., 2001). The General Presidency for Girl’s Education was
established in 1960 to take on the task of formulating plans and designing curricula
for Saudi females. These plans became the base for girls’ education in the Kingdom.
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Today, educational curricula for females parallel that offered to males, except for
female-oriented classes such as home economics and child care. Ultimately this
provides them with the same level of advanced education and many of the same
career opportunities. Women in the Kingdom are seeking higher education at almost
unbelievable rates. They are obtaining Bachelor’s, Master’s, and Ph.D. degrees and
hold key positions in government, finance, education, and business (Saudi Arabian
Cultural Mission to the U.S.A., 2006).
Pre-level Education
The first pre-level of education in the KSA is kindergarten, which though not
required is recommended. Students attending at this stage obtain a firm constructive
base for educational, social, and cultural behaviors and skills. Most kindergarten
schools are under the dictates of the General Presidency of Girl’s Education. They
are divided by age groups, i.e.: children under 4 years of age, between four to five
years of age, and children between five to six years of age (Ministry of Education,
and General Presidency of Girls’ Education, 1992).
Educational objectives at this level are structured to meet the varied needs of
young children. They are:
1. Nurture the instincts of children and look after their moral, mental, and
physical growth in a natural environment similar to that provided by their
family and which complies with the requirements of Islam.
2. Shape the child’s religious inclination according to the Islamic belief in the
unity of God.
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3. Teach children good conduct and help them to acquire the virtues of Islam by
giving them a positive example.
4. Familiarize children with the school atmosphere and assist their socialization
into school life.
5. Teach children fundamental knowledge and skills that are related to their
surroundings and that are suitable to their age group.
6. Teach children proper personal hygiene and enhance their creativity and
aesthetic sense.
7. Encourage children’s imaginative thinking and guide their development.
8. Care for children’s needs and happiness without spoiling or burdening them.
9. Protect children against danger, treat early signs of bad conduct and confront
childhood problems. (Ministry of Education, and General Presidency of Girls’
Education, 1992).
Elementary Education – First Level
The first solid level of education starts with the elementary stage. This
encompasses grades/stages one through six. This stage provides a learning emphasis
on the classical Arabic language and the Islamic religion, with secondary stress on
history, geography, mathematics, and possibly English. Each level of elementary
education is built around the successful completion of examinations/assessments in
order to pass to the next grade (Ministry of Education, 1978).
Saudi educational policy states that objectives for elementary education
should:
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1. Lay the foundation for all later stages in life and provide all members of Saudi
society with the fundamentals of sound ideology, learning experience,
knowledge, and skills.
2. Cultivate the correct Islamic creed in children’s souls and provide them with a
comprehensive moral and intellectual education shaped by Islamic values.
3. Teach students Islamic prayers, virtues, and good conduct.
4. Develop children’s basic skills, especially in language, mathematics, and
physical education.
5. Further children’s general education in all subjects.
6. Acquaint children with the blessings God has bestowed on them and the
geographical and social environment of their nation so that they can utilize
these blessings in service to their community.
7. Develop children’s aesthetic sense and imaginative thinking, and strengthen
their appreciation of manual and technical work of all kinds.
8. Develop children’s understanding of the rights and duties of citizenship and
instill a love of country and loyalty to the monarchy.
9. Cultivate a love for learning and value of work, and train children to make
constructive use of their leisure time.
10. Prepare children for future responsibilities as part of Saudi society (Ministry
of Education, 1978).
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Intermediate Education – Second Level
Upon completing the six elementary grades, students enter the three
intermediate levels. Though students between the ages of twelve and fifteen may stop
their education at this stage, they are encouraged to continue on in their studies.
These grades continue to build on existing levels of knowledge in Arabic languages,
sciences, mathematics, and the study of Islamic culture derived from the elementary
grades. In addition, at this level English becomes mandatory and remains so
throughout secondary school (Ministry of Education, 1978). The intermediate levels
came into being around 1958, when the levels were separated from the secondary
(high school) levels of education (Gohaidan, 1981).
The Ministry has outlined objectives for the intermediate levels. These
objectives are to:
1. Give children a comprehensive Islamic education to enrich body, mind, and
soul.
2. Teach students the skills and knowledge that suit their age and stage of
development.
3. Stimulate students to seek knowledge through meditation and scientific
reasoning.
4. Develop, orient, and refine students’ intellectual skills.
5. Instill respect for the social life of Islam, which is marked by fraternity,
cooperation, sense of duty, and responsibility.
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6. Train students to serve their communities and country, and strengthen their
loyalty to the monarchy.
7. Stimulate students to restore the glory of the Islamic nation and march on the
path of dignity and glory.
8. Train students to devote their time to useful reading, invest their leisure time
in constructive activities, and work toward strengthening and advancing their
Islamic character.
9. Enable students to be aware of and confront misleading propaganda,
subversive doctrines, and principles foreign to Islamic values.
10. Prepare students for the next stage of life.
Secondary Education – Third Level
The first secondary schools were established in the KSA in 1926, and
contained a curriculum mostly related to Islamic religion and Arabic studies.
Science, mathematics, and English were not included until sometime later. By the
mid-1940s, only seven secondary schools existed in the KSA (Salloom, 1974). The
system began as a five-year program, but by 1958 it had streamlined down to three
years. The Ministry of Education established four objectives in connection with
secondary schools:
1. Religious orientation.
2. Development of scientific attitude and academic practices.
3. Preparation for higher education.
4. Preparation of the non-college-bound students.
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The Ministry further defined the objectives concerning secondary education as
the following (Ministry of Education, 1978):
1. Strengthen all aspects of Islamic faith and compliance with Islamic principles
in all deeds.
2. Strengthen students’ knowledge of Islamic doctrine and instill pride in Islam
so that they can preach and defend their faith.
3. Confirm students’ membership in the Islamic nation and belief in one God.
4. Instill allegiance to the wide Islamic homeland and private homeland (the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia).
5. Direct students’ talents and skills into the most fruitful paths to serve their
personal goals and the objectives of Islamic education.
6. Develop student’s scientific thinking and the spirit of research, systemic
analysis, and sound academic methods.
7. Open opportunities to capable students and enable them to continue their
studies at all levels and specialties of higher education.
8. Prepare students not destined for further academic study for fulfilling and
appropriate work.
9. Graduate technically and morally qualified students to fill the country’s needs
in elementary teaching, religious duties, and occupations in farming, trade,
and industry.
10. Establish the importance of family solidarity as the foundation for a solid,
Islamic family unit.
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11. Provide students with guidance through the emotional turmoil and
development of the teenage years.
12. Instill students with the virtues of useful reading, the desire for knowledge,
the value of fruitful work, and the importance of using their leisure time to
benefit their personal goals and community conditions.
13. Enhance students’ consciousness, so they can confront subversive or
misleading ideas.
Educational Supervising Authorities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Since the inception of the Directorate of Education in 1925, the Saudi
education system has gone through several structural reconstructions that began with
the establishment of the Ministry of Education in 1953, the addition of the General
Presidency of Girls Education in 1960, the Ministry of Higher Education in 1975, and
the General Organization for Technical Education and Vocational Teaching in 1980.
Until recently, these four supervising agencies were the education authorities for all
educational issues in Islamic schools (Al Doyhan et al., 2001).
Over the past few years, supervision of the Saudi educational system has been
pared down to the Ministry of Education (which now includes the General Presidency
of Girls’ Education), the General Organization of Technical Education and
Vocational Training, and the Ministry of Higher Education. These three entities bear
the brunt of responsibility for supervising, promoting, and developing the system of
education in Saudi Arabia (Al Dohyan et al., 2001).
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Ministry of Education
When the Ministry of Education was instituted in 1953, it was given the
formidable task of overseeing all aspects of general education (for males only),
teacher training, special education, and adult education and literacy programs (World
Education Services, 2004). The formation of the Ministry came as a result of the
need for expansion in the functions of the Directorate of Education, which was in
charge of all educational issues before 1953. This expansion was due to the fact that
the Saudi people were eager and ready for education and educational programs. The
need for, and the ability to meet, these educational needs required a remarkable
expansion in all activities related to education. Thus, the Ministry of Education was
established. After its initiation, Saudi Arabia’s education system began to grow by
enormous proportions. This rapid, upward spiral in educational opportunities for the
Saudi people continues today (Al Dohyan et al., 2001).
Thanks to the efforts of the Ministry of Education, remarkable developments
have been observed in all fields, as well as improvements in structural organization
(Al Doyhan et al., 2001). There are now 42 Educational Directorates (districts)
scattered throughout the Kingdom (Al Dohyan et al., 2001).
Ministry of Higher Education
Under the Ministry of Education, the Supreme Council for Colleges was
formed in 1962. The council’s job was to plan and develop colleges, while solving
all related issues and problems. The council went one step further and formed the
Supreme Council for Universities in 1974. Then, by Royal decree, the Ministry of
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Higher Education was established in 1975. This new Ministry answered directly to
the Ministry of Education and was to be the authority supervising all universities (Al
Dohyan et al., 2001; Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia, 2006).
The higher education policy, which included various articles that governed
issues dealing with the planning, responsibilities, and coordination in higher
education facilities, was soon instituted in the Kingdom. Higher education could only
be started after completion of secondary levels, institutions could be private or public,
college courses should be formatted to meet the country’s needs, and collaboration
with other universities would be sought and utilized. These points have become the
backbone of higher education in Saudi Arabia (Al Dohyan et al., 2001). Saudi
educational facilities have become some of the most technologically advanced in the
world; they constantly strive to provide advanced opportunities to their citizens
(Saudi Arabian Cultural Mission, 2006; Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia, 2006).
General Organization of Technical Education and Vocational Training
In the early 1970s, only four industrial training schools existed in Saudi
Arabia. Today, many technical and vocational schools offer Saudi citizens a wide
range of training and career opportunities (Hariri, 1982; Saudi Arabian Cultural
Mission, 2006). The General Organization of Technical Education and Vocational
Training (GOTEVOT) was established in 1980, when it became apparent to
government officials that the way for the KSA to grow and expand was through
development of industrial, commercial, and agricultural manpower (Al Dohyan et al.,
2001). Prior to this time, technical training programs were under the jurisdiction of
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the Ministry of Education and vocational training programs were under the auspices
of the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs (Al Dohyan et al., 2001). Great
developmental strides have been seen in programs, equipment, and facilities since the
establishment of the GOTEVOT. Educational facilities now offer Diploma as well as
Bachelor degree programs to Saudi students (Saudi Arabian Cultural Mission, 2006;
Al Dohyan et al., 2001).
Curriculum in General
A curriculum is the syllabus that is transmitted to students during the course
of learning. Educators consider a curriculum a creation molded for the didactic
process. Commonly, curricula experts labor to identify how educators should
perform in a classroom or learning setting. These experts incessantly strive to
describe and illustrate context that must be transmitted to students by designing
curricula that facilitate educators and educational institutions in achieving their
targeted goals. Societal concerns and issues that are impacted by the students’
educational process are also of significance to curricula professionals.
Reaching a final definition for “world curriculum” is not an easy task.
Coleman and Cross (2001) state that most of the definitions are based on the Latin
word meaning “racecourse.” In fact, for many students, it seems that school is a race
to be run or a series of obstacles to be overcome. More than 120 definitions of the
term appear in the literature of curriculum. The definition that accurately represents
the real-life state of curriculum is “all the learning experiences offered to students;
including content, productions, teaching field experiences, enhancement activities,
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and evaluation procedures” (Hubbard & Pamela, 1998, as cited in Coleman & Cross,
2001, p. 7).
Components of Curriculum
Ralph W. Tyler (1949), one of the foremost authorities on curriculum and
educational practices, gained status in the educational community in the 1930s while
chairing an evaluation committee on the “Eight Year Study.” He followed this by
developing a specific set of curriculum principles based on techniques he had
employed while teaching at the University of Chicago. He later expanded these into a
book, which would become one of the greatest examples of insight into classroom
curriculum ever published. The principles became known as “The Tyler Rationale.”
More than fifty years later, this book remains one of the finest examples of common
sense and clarity in connection with educational curriculum. These principles remain
viable and applicable to educational systems throughout the world.
Tyler believed there were only “four questions” that educators should consider
when designing a curriculum. These four questions, which were tied to specific areas
of concern regarding curriculum and should be examined and defined in a specific
order, form the basic steps of Tyler’s Rationale. They are:
1. Objectives: "What educational purposes should the school seek to attain?"
2. Selecting Learning Experiences: “How can a learning experience be selected
that is likely to be useful in attaining these objectives?"
3. Organizing Learning Experiences: "How can learning experiences be
organized for effective instruction?"
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4. Evaluation: "How can the effectiveness of learning experiences be
evaluated?" (Tyler, 1949).
Tyler’s next step was to identify three sources from which to obtain the
necessary pertinent information in order to answer the questions: learners,
contemporary society, and subject specialists. He believed that no one source was
sufficient when gathering the knowledge required to design a comprehensive
curriculum. To accomplish this task, Tyler developed a framework that would allow
all four basic questions to be answered:
1. What educational purposes should the school seek to attain?
a. Sources:
1. Studies of the learners themselves.
2. Studies of contemporary life outside the school.
3. Suggestions about objectives from subject specialists.
b. The use of philosophy in selecting objectives.
c. The use of a psychology of learning in selecting objectives.
d. Stating objectives in a form helpful in selecting learning experiences and
in guiding teaching.
2. How can “learning experiences” be selected that are likely to be useful in
attaining these objectives?
- General principles in selecting learning experiences.
3. How can “learning experiences” be organized for effective instruction?
a. Criteria for effective organization.
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b. Elements to be organized.
c. Organizing principles.
d. The organizing structure.
4. How can the effectiveness of “learning experience” be evaluated?
a. Basic notions regarding evaluation.
b. Evaluation procedures.
Because of the vast differences in learners’ ages as well as capabilities (which
often vary from region to region and culture to culture), schools would do well to
specify attainable objectives for each grade and age level. And, while contemporary
society contains an enormous wealth of information, it is constantly in a state of flux,
with rapid changes in values and morals. This relentlessly changing source of
information must be observed closely for its actual worthwhile input.
The First Component: Objectives
Achieving the first component is extremely challenging and often difficult as
a curriculum tries to meet the needs of each individual student. Therefore, one of the
most significant dilemmas facing those who create curriculum is how to satisfy the
needs of learners while achieving educational objectives. Tyler (1949) believed that,
in order to attain these objectives, multiple aspects of the educational experience
should be studied:
A. Examining students' needs and interests
B. Exploring teaching methods
C. Accessing contemporary society outside the classroom including:
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1. Argument: education should focus on the critical aspects of life.
2. Criticism: “Presentism:” making the student deal with current
problems not future ones.
3. Solution: develop students’ understanding of basic principles.
4. Procedure: obtaining information regarding present status and then
interpreting that information.
D. Suggestions about objectives from the subject
E. Use philosophy in selecting objectives:
1. Objectives should be important, consistent, and attainable.
2. Objectives should be screened by using educational and social
philosophy.
3. The school program should aim at these values.
4. Objectives with spiritual values should be given higher rank.
5. Statement and implication should be stated clearly.
F. Psychology in selecting objectives:
1. Enables differentiation in changes in human beings that result from
learning.
2. Distinguishes goals that are feasible from those that are not.
3. Handles the placement of objectives such as:
o The length of time required in attaining an objective.
o The level at which an objective should be employed.
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o Conditions required for understanding and learning the
objective.
Moreover, objectives must conform to intrinsic conditions in learning. The
sequence of learning decides the appropriateness of objectives. Finally, it should
involve a theory of learning which helps outline how it takes place, and under what
conditions (Tyler, 1949).
The Second Component: Subject Content
Three researchers have studied curricula in Saudi Arabian schools and each
found the textbooks and subject content in need of reevaluation and reform. AlThuwaini (1986) examined elementary schools in Saudi Arabia in relation to social
studies curricula. His main areas of focus were textbooks and teaching methods. He
concluded that the textbooks contained too many subjects to be adequately covered in
the time allowed and that the material was age inappropriate and insufficient in
current content to meet the needs of modern society in Saudi Arabia.
Al-Aklobi (1992) looked at social studies curricula in Saudi Arabian
secondary schools, Eastern Province. He also determined that social studies curricula
did not meet the needs of the Islamic student. It was his belief that the content was
incapable of preparing the student for Saudi society and the world at large. In other
words, the content had no practical purpose.
Al-Meajel (1999) studied Islamic curricula in selected Saudi Arabian middle
schools. His findings showed that the design layout of the textbooks did not facilitate
learning and that the content was too difficult for the age level of the students. He
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also ascertained that communication (teaching methods) between teacher and student
was highly ineffectual.
The Third Component: Learning Experiences
Students Activities. Learning experience is defined as learning that takes
place not only through the experiences the learner has but also through his active
behavior and participation. The term refers to the interaction between the learner and
the external conditions in the environment to which he can react. Additionally, the
teacher must find methods to stimulate and engage the student in order to encourage
and increase his/her learning opportunities.
Illustrations of the characteristics of the learning experience are useful in
attaining various types of objectives when developing cognitive skills in critical
thinking, social attitudes and subjects of interest. The concepts and structures of
cognitive development were introduced by psychologist, Jean Piaget (1896-1980).
Piaget, a psychologist, basing his concepts of child development on numerous
experiments, believed that the emergent child constructed cognitive structures or
frameworks, which allowed him/her to acquire knowledge by the use of reasoning,
intuition, and perception. As each child progressed, Piaget identified various stages
of development:
1. Stage one, sensorimotor - from birth to two years old, children learn about
their environment, goal directed behavior, basic skills development.
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2. Stage two, preoperational - from two to seven years old, children cannot
perform mental operations, are not capable of operating solely on their own,
and language usage increases.
3. Stage three, concrete operational - from seven to eleven years old, children
can work with objects that are immediately present, but cannot handle
abstractions. “A concrete thinker.”
4. Stage four, formal operational - from eleven years old to adulthood, the
individuals perform operations on abstract concepts and hypothetical
thinking.
Cognitive structure, according to Piaget, is developed in stages. As the new
learner advances through each developmental stage, he/she will learn to apply the
cognitive structures that are available to him/her at any given moment. As the child
matures, escalating quantities of cognitive structure will be assembled and utilized
(Phillips & Soltis, 1985).
Two other scholars looked at socialization and learning. John Dewey (18591952) acknowledged the social nature of learning, advocating that schools are
communities which educators frequently overlook. He suggested that isolating
students at their desks takes away the opportunity to learn from each other. He
suggested that schools allow students to learn by engaging each other in meaningful
activities. The process of communicating, engaging in purposeful activities, and
interacting with others of common interest, in Dewey’s view, is one of the best ways
to learn new ideas (Phillips & Soltis, 1985).
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Vygotsky (1978) another writer who was well aware of the social nature of
learning, concluded that much of what we learn, we learn from others. He recognized
that learning by imitation is a key factor related to learning. In other words,
interaction with others around us gives us the opportunity to observe, imitate, and
subsequently learn.
Teaching Methods. The manner in which a teacher approaches teaching has a
major influence on how and what they teach. There are three accepted approaches to
education: executive, therapist, and the liberationist. Each of these approaches has
its roots in academic history, with its own scholarly support structure. Additionally,
each approach is an idea that can be modified, criticized, rejected, or adopted. All
three approaches appear to have several things in common: the teacher’s conception
of what he/she would like the student to become, how education can help the student
reach his/her goal, and what each student eventually wants to be (Fenstermacher &
Soltis, 1986).
From the 1970s to the 1980s, the executive approach was the most popular
method of teaching in the United States. Policy makers in the U.S. adopted the use of
standardized testing and these tests became part of the educational reform of the 21st
century, thus applying tremendous pressure on educators to push for and produce
higher achievements on the part of their students. This is the only approach that
makes the acquisition of knowledge an aim. Teachers become the executives,
controlling everything within the classroom from design to development to execution.
At the end of the day, assessments and evaluations are conducted to measure success
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or failure. Moving forward to a new subject is dependent on the success of the plan.
It is possible that the only drawback to this approach is being able to balance the
allocation of time necessary to work with individual students and teach the subject
matter that must be learned by all (Fenstermacher & Soltis, 1986).
The therapist approach focuses on spending time preparing the student for the
subject matter and little actual time on the subject matter itself. Teachers become the
students’ “helper,” guiding them through the choices of subject matter and aiding
them in advancing their own sense of self. Teachers are viewed as empathetic people,
helping students to reach a level of self-actualization where they develop different
characteristics with different abilities, have a better understanding, and are more
accepting of themselves.
Here, the teacher acts like a therapist; he/she confronts each characteristic
openly with the affected student and promptly deals with it. The teacher is only
responsible for helping the student make the choice of acquiring knowledge and not
responsible for transferring knowledge from outside sources (Fenstermacher & Soltis,
1986).
The final approach is the liberationist. The main focus here is on subject
content and the manner in which the content is delivered. Content must be carefully
constructed, with the primary objective being to free the mind of the student. Each
educator must be able to see in each student what the educator desires that student to
become. This approach supports several significant factors.
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Teachers are role models who lead by example. If the subject material
requires precise, strict, or critical controls, then the commentaries between student
and teacher must reflect these subject requirements.
The sophistication of the content is another element that defines the
liberationist approach. Subject material cannot be under-developed or poorly
constructed or its reception will be grossly inadequate and ill received by the student.
Another extremely important factor in the liberationist approach is liberating
the learner. This is achieved when the manner of the teacher becomes part of the
content, for the content without the manner is not liberating.
Emancipationist, an offshoot of the liberationist approach sees schools as
fertile grounds for social status, divided into the upper class, which is trained to rule
the lower class, and the lower class, which is trained to accept being ruled. Thus, the
aim of this spin-off from the liberationist approach is to become socially motivated
and politically rooted through education (Fenstermacher & Soltis, 1986).
The conclusion is that it is the teacher who, utilizing all possible methods,
must assist the student in identifying and locating his or her place in today’s
sophisticated, upwardly mobile, global world.
A theory touted by Bowles and Gintis (1976) (as cited in Giroux, 1981) is
“Capitalism in America,” an interconnectivity of influence on educational
institutions. They suggest that the constant change-producing forces found, on a daily
basis, in classrooms are modeled after highly structured ladders that create society’s
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values, norms, and skills, which also characterize the workforce and the dynamics
that make up class distinction under capitalism in America.
After analyzing both the functionalist and the corresponding theories, Bain
(1985) concluded that, “frequently meanings and values were taught by schools
without directly examining what the meanings held for the teachers or the students”
(p. 147) Also, both theories view the functioning of the school as a way to maintain
society. However, they disagree as to whether this type of society is basically just or
unjust (Bain, 1985). This theory coincides with the Marxist theory in regard to
society class distinctions and the workforce.
The Fourth Component: Evaluation
Determining evaluation procedures or principles appears to be one of the
hardest aspects of curriculum and one of the least documented. Evaluation is a
process for realizing that development and organization of curriculum can produce
desired results, and evaluation is also a process for discovering the advantages and
disadvantages of curriculum plans.
There are some basic notions regarding evaluation. These include:
1. A vital step of evaluation is the procedure that helps to determine whether the
educational objectives have been realized or not.
2. Evaluation is the process for determining whether desired behavioral changes
have been achieved.
3. The above conceptions of evaluation have two important aspects:
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•

Evaluation has to evaluate the action that is included in the behaviors
that are intended in education.

•

Evaluation must be accomplished by using more than one evaluation
instrument.

4. Using only one method of appraisal is not sufficient to evaluate the program
of curricula and instruction.
5. At least two systems of appraisal are required:
1. One must be during the early stage of the educational program.
2. The other must be in the later stage of the educational program
6. More than two appraisals may be required because there are many desired
objectives throughout the educational program.
7. Many people believe that evaluation is simply producing and giving a written
test. However, evaluation has many components, comprising evidence about
behavior changes and establishing proper techniques for evaluation, such as
observations, interviews, questionnaires, and the collection of students'
products that have been hand-made by individual students.
8. Evaluation must be objective, reliable, and valid.
9. The main function of an evaluation process relating to curriculum procedure is
to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the curriculum program.
10. It is impossible that evaluation precedes the objective's definition.
11. Evaluation has strong effects on student learning.
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12. Evaluation is an important way of providing significant information about the
success of the school (Tyler, 1949).
Art education was explored in Saudi Arabian (Riyadh area) intermediate
schools with specifics in, but not limited to, explanations of the effectiveness of
teaching methods and evaluation procedures. Al- Najada (1990) found that there was
a general guide for teachers, but it contained no explanation about how to teach using
teaching methods or how to evaluate what was taught versus what the student actually
learned. Results showed students had weak cognitive skills and that teaching
methods consisted mostly of classroom experience (lecture) with only approximately
41% individualized instruction or teacher/student interaction. The investigator found
both of these findings to be significant.
Curriculum and Society
The relationship between school and society and how they interrelate with
each other is a common issue in terms of hidden curriculum. To help explain the
relationship of school to society in the contemporary world, three schools of thought
will be discussed. It is important to remember that, through the course of the
explanation, there will be some overlap in the general description of the three
approaches.
The three schools of thoughts are categorized in the following terms:
Functionalism, Marxist (conflict) theory, and the Interpretivist approach. It is worth
mentioning that these theories are simply pathways utilized by teachers when
considering the relationship between school and society. While exploring these
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avenues of thought, which others have established, the idea is not to attempt to label
the “thinkers” or to apply these concepts to specific school situations (Feinberg &
Soltis, 1985).
The conceptual viewpoint of a Functionalist is: “school is a vital link to
society,” as necessary as the heart is to the human body or as water is to the ocean. If
the organ fails, then the entire body collapses; when the water dries up, the ocean
disappears. Each student becomes an integral part of society, having unique functions
that require specific social survival needs. Functionalists see schools as the site of
preparation for each student in his/her road to being an active, productive member of
a greater society.
Functionalists look at different levels of economic and social status as an
operational base from which all societies function. Different members of each
society perform or supply tasks or functions necessary for the survival of that society,
with little or no complaint, just acceptance. Therefore, in our modern industrial
world, education is necessary to teach and prepare our children to take their rightful
place in society, especially the lower class or laborers (working class) (Feinberg &
Soltis, 1985).
Marxists, on the other hand, submit the concept that members of society wage
a constant struggle for power and status. The heart of the Marxist viewpoint is the
battle between groups who have power and success and those who want it. They
perceive schools as the social setting for the upper crust, or privileged, of each
society. If Functionalists take the side of dominant social groups, then Marxists relate
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people to their method of economic production in society. Marxists conclude that the
working class of society, those who do not have any say or ownership in production,
will set aside their cultural, and even their religious, differences for the common good
of that society. By their very actions, the working class clearly communicates the
common interests of the society in which they live.
The third approach is the Interpretivist. Unlike the Functionalists or the
Marxists, they believe that the role schools play changes based on context and
situation. They see schools as a meeting place where people interact through a
common ground of understanding, based on the rules of the society that surrounds
them. They realize that humans are social beings who are trying to navigate their way
through a myriad of social settings. Research into Interpretivism is different from
either Functionalism or Marxism because Interpretivists look at each school
separately and identify its distinctive mannerisms. While Interpretivists offer no
specific explanation for the role of schools, they are certain that schools are a
translation of how people think/interact.
In summary, Marxists relate school and society as a battle of the social
classes; Functionalists are more concerned with socialization and training, leaving the
Interpretivists to see the relationship between school and society as the development
of shared social structure and intelligibility (Feinberg & Soltis, 1985).
Curriculum and Culture
The affiliation linking school and culture, and their correlation to each other,
is another familiar issue when discussing hidden curriculum. Historical events and
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the culture of a society can shape the development of curriculum across many
generations. History helps us to perceive and comprehend how curriculum became
what it is today. Until the 18th century, rhetoric was a part of western curriculum.
Verbal communication determined how powerful you could be in any given culture.
Today, it is no longer called rhetoric but “public speaking” or “effective
communication.” It is, indeed, true that any culture has a direct relationship to
educational curriculum.
Over the decades, different perspectives have emerged in conjunction with
general education: one supported the idea of general education; another supported a
society-centered education, while a third was geared toward an individual-centered
education. However, in spite of their different perspectives, all agree that transferring
knowledge to the student is the key element in the educational process. The common
denominator found in all viewpoints is that education is about the student, knowledge,
and society. Therefore each perspective has an inherent value (Soltis & Walker,
1992).
Myles (2001) is another scholar who investigated the connection between
culture and the influences of hidden curriculum in teaching environments. Many
cultures have unstated, implied rules involving clothing, touching, gestures, eye
contact, and cohabitation in classrooms. In some cultures, nonverbal communication
is considered more important than an outright verbal exchange. Imagine belching
loudly at the end of a delicious meal in the home of a friend or at a five-star
restaurant; now picture it happening in the United States. While this behavior might
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very well be considered in “good taste” in another country, most people in the United
States would consider such behavior rude and embarrassing (Myles, 2001).
Hidden Curriculum
Introduction to Hidden Curriculum
Many experts frequently allocate more attention and concern to
understanding, developing, and evaluating written, or formal, curriculum than to
unwritten or hidden curriculum. Possibly, this is because it is easier to comprehend
and interpret an explicit, written curriculum than that which is inexplicit and more
allusive. Some experts feel that a hidden curriculum conveys the same elemental
quality that is attributed to a formal or written curriculum. Others, however, believe
that a hidden curriculum is enormously important, with a far greater impact on the
student’s educational process than that of formal curricula. Since the main concept of
hidden curricula is students learning that which is not included in formal curricula,
this may, indeed, be accurate. The messages that are sent and received under the
guise of hidden curriculum play a sizeable role in the educational learning process of
every student, perhaps even a larger part than the formal curriculum itself (Tyler,
1949; Dreeben, 1968). Years later Galtthon, et al. (1987) agreed with Tyler and
Dreeben, stating that there are different types of curriculum, one of which is hidden
curriculum.
Education professionals acknowledge that learning takes place in one of two
ways: consciously or unconsciously (Dunnigan, 2006). The perceptions of formal
and hidden curriculum apply to both ways of learning. Conscious learning, for
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example, includes such things as: (a) the physical location of the school itself,
including the distance between school and home; (b) the organization of the
classroom, such as where the teacher stands, the students’ seating arrangements (are
they set in rows or in a circle), and the total number of students in each class; and (c)
the physical presence of the teacher, including personal appearance, stance, and
verbiage used. Unconscious learning, on the other hand, includes such things as: (a)
the teachers’ backgrounds, which influence their interoperations on the students’
behaviors; (b) the way teachers have different expectations of pupils based on
interpretations of behavior in class; and (c) the influence and interfacing of
multicultural students in a single classroom.
Hidden curricula, learning that which has neither been taught nor written
through the process of schooling; is a fascinating sphere of thought. Is it possible for
something to be of consequence, to carry significant meaning and be valuable, if one
cannot see, read, or touch it? Many, starting with Philip Jackson (1968), believed this
to be true. Indeed, since education professionals have spent countless hours
researching, reading articles, collecting data, and instituting and documenting studies,
the theory of hidden curriculum is widespread. While many scholars may agree on its
existence, they are often in conflict concerning its description and outlining
characteristics. They also, from varying perspectives, judge and reflect on the
positive as well as the negative elements (Boutilier & SanGiovanni, 1983). Many
scholars hold oppositional viewpoints regarding not only the effects of hidden
curricula on students’ but the rarity with which hidden curriculum is utilized. Chernin
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(1981) and Kollen (1981) looked at the opposing effects of hidden curriculum on
cultures, values, attitudes, and morals of students. Gordon (1982) felt that the hidden
curriculum was usually unexpected. On the other hand, Phillips (1980) touted that
although educators admitted the importance of this type of curriculum, it was rarely
seen and its implementation and application were rare. Eva, (1988) stated that the
hidden curriculum is the curriculum that consists of the behaviors and the values that
are taught to students by teachers without planning (unintended).
There may be many insidious consequences of hidden curriculum, with longlasting effects. Bain (1985) asks just how much of a toll hidden curricula can take on
students. Many (e.g., Vallance, 1973) believe that hidden curriculum came about as
educational environments became the center of socialization for students. What
follows is a review of the educational literature that has application to these, as well
as other, concerns.
Brief History of Hidden Curriculum
From the perspective of many American scholars, hidden curriculum evolved
from the use of the McGuffey reader. According to a 1973 study by Vallance, the
organization and culture of schooling now referred to as hidden curriculum was once
explicit assertive socialization. She acknowledged the significance of the McGuffey
reader (first issued in 1841) in establishing social morals and values. The reader was
used to teach millions of children in the United States during the nineteenth century.
Apple and King (1983) reported that, after the Civil War, schools were very
much like factories. Students were given mostly factual information while they sat
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quietly and submissively in rows of hard, uncomfortable tables and chairs.
Classroom interaction was strictly controlled and the McGuffey reader was in
widespread use. Immigrants, who become new students in U.S. public schools, were
expected to fit in and to adapt. For example, they should: learn and speak English;
look at the teacher when spoken to; wait until the teacher was available or looking at
them before seeking permission to use the restroom, to speak, or ask a question; work
hard; and not cause disturbances in the classroom.
Until the late 19th century, American classrooms were firmly entrenched in the
unity of the two curricula, formal and unwritten or hidden. This arrangement had
been in place since the colonial times. School environment was strictly governed by
teachers and administrators who expected high levels of achievement in both
academics and student behavior (Hirsch, 1987). Ryan (1987) described how the use
of the McGuffey reader, with its “explicit, written examples,” set the tone for
morality in American schools. Those examples included modeling discipline;
defining and establishing awards for good conduct; setting standards for punctuality,
passivity, and respect for authority figures; and many characteristics related to other
social principles.
From the late 19th to mid-20th century, progressive educators, such as Harold
Rugg, William Kilpatrick, and John Dewey, began to emerge in the United States,
and brought about major education curriculum changes. Religious teachings and
saying prayers were largely removed from public schools (Ryan, 1987). As schools
started to evolve, teachers began to be uneasy in their role as a moral compass for
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students. With this thought in mind, educators looked to the school environment to
provide the socializing agents for overall student development (Vallance, 1973).
Identifying Hidden Curriculum
It is not possible to just stumble across a hidden curriculum; one must actively
search for it. In order to find that which cannot be seen, one must discover what has
been learned as a result of the rules, procedures, relationship infra-structures, and
physical characteristics that constitute any given situation: positive or negative. Since
the variances in didactic institutions may be limitless, several factors, including the
school’s social structure, cultural diversity, educational surroundings, type of learner,
and the time factor involved, should be contemplated when searching for a hidden
curriculum (Martin, 1976). Martin stresses the importance of “exploring pertinent
settings to see what learning states each creates” (p 44.) To perceive and understand
what is produced (hidden curriculum /hidden messages) from individual learning
states, one must look beyond to the sources that originate these states. She concludes
that, if one not only wants to discover the hidden curriculum but also actually do
something about it, then it must be determined which aspects of the given setting help
bring about the different components from each setting’s hidden curriculum.
Apple (1979) states that, to find hidden curriculum, one must understand the
concept and one must “study the lived in culture of the school and classroom then
analyze its relationship to the structure of the larger society” (p. 44).
Vallance (1973) expounds on viable sources for elements of hidden
curriculum in schools. Four basic areas were explored: social structure in the
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classroom, teachers’ exercise of authority, rules which govern relationships between
the teacher and student, and standard learning activities.
The contribution of inanimate objects as a source of hidden curriculum was
brought to the forefront by Giroux (1983) when he declared that audio-visual aids,
along with textbooks (media) as well as the architecture and furnishings of
educational institutions, were certainly contributing factors or sources of hidden
curriculum. He also included disciplinary measures, educational timetables, and
tracking systems. Gayer (1979, as cited in Giroux, 1983) adds another major source
of hidden curriculum, the teacher’s use and style of language.
Does a hidden curriculum have applicable consequences for all educational
institutions? Absolutely, regardless of religious orientation, cultural or social
background, level of learning, or institution locale, education provides more than just
theoretical opinions and context knowledge. Since students formulate and process
their opinions (positive or negative) about beliefs, values, personal worth, even their
attitude from the classroom experience, it seems to matter little whether the school is
secular or not when it comes to hidden curriculum. Educators who teach in secular
institutions try to keep religion out of the learning experience; while religion-based
schools teach spiritual ideas and practices as part of the formal curriculum. Whether
taught or not, students’ religious worldviews are impacted by diverse characteristics
of the school’s society. In order to determine how schools promote specific religious
or non-religious ideas, one must find the aspects of the school experience that refer to
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and influence the students’ viewpoints. Once again, we must look beyond for the
source that contributes and transmits the hidden curriculum (Finkelman, 2006).
In view of the fact that we have become a global society, ethnographic
research and analysis has become of vital importance. Therefore, a calculated search
for hidden curriculum must include an investigation of classroom ethnography. Since
students in today’s world, or rather their parents, regularly change educational
institutions like they were changing their socks, educators around the globe have had
to learn to interconnect with students from numerous cultures, often in the same
classroom. This makes research from ethnographies extremely significant, especially
how it relates to hidden curricula. Ethnographers utilize ethnomethodologies to study
linguistics, cultural and social elements, and ecological and psychological aspects of
different ethnic civilizations (Foreman, 1984). Goodwin and Duranti (1992)
proposed that ethnographic context is a far-reaching (intentionally vague) concept
that principally indicates a connection between what is selected as the primary event
and what surrounds it, providing resources for its appropriate elucidation. In other
words, what is to be considered relevant context and from what source and, moreover,
relevant to whom?
Distinguishing a culture’s unstated, implied rules involving clothing,
touching, gestures, eye contact, and cohabitation in classrooms is of vital importance
in correlation to hidden messages. In some cultures, nonverbal communication is
considered more important than an outright verbal exchange (Myles, 2001).
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Many scholars (Apple 1979; Martin 1976; Vallance 1973; Giroux 1983) agree
that the best place to look for hidden messages in curricula is in the “lived in”
classroom. Vallance (1973) reports the need to look at the power structure and
learning activities in the classroom. Cultural diversity and pertinent context were
examined by Goodwin and Duranti (1992); what is of value to one group may be of
no significance to another group. Myles (2001) concurs that the cultural delineations
of the members of the classroom is highly significant.
Finkelman (2006) added the aspect of secular and non-secular schools related
to various cultures, and educators who teach religious curriculum as opposed to
educators who do not. They all acknowledged the significance of the classroom
experience on behaviors, attitudes, beliefs and values. Giroux (1973) reminded us
that media are a source for hidden curriculum and messages. In today’s upwardly
mobile industrial world, this source is probably more on point and certainly more
relevant than it was in 1973.
Defining Conceptual Elements of Hidden Curriculum
Hidden curricula are one of the two main types of curriculum. While experts
agree that hidden curriculum exists as part of all educational curricula, they do not
necessarily agree on the specifics of how to define it or how to identify it. In general,
hidden curriculum consists of implicit values taught and learned from the educational
process. These implicit messages of unintended knowledge--values, morals,
attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors--are considered a part of the learning process in
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schools. However, trying to define or map the multiplicity of meanings applied to the
term can be a vastly complicated proposition.
On the surface, it might appear a simple unitary goal: simply make overt and
visible that which was formally covert (Gair & Mullins, 2001), or merely clarify each
specific perception of what hidden curriculum is thought to be. The problem inherent
with this is that every scholar, from almost every field of study, has derived his or her
own impressions and theories from personal experiences, in and out of the classroom,
as well as from previously established definitions (Myles, 2004; Gordon, 1995).
Most scholars accept the concept that “hidden curriculum” was introduced to
the academic world in 1968 by sociologist Philip Jackson, who coined the term. He
was a forerunner in the concept of hidden curriculum: students learning that which is
not included in formal curricula. He maintained that hidden messages were not only
found in, but also greatly influenced, areas of social interaction, communication
techniques, family dynamics, issues of personal safety, and school education and
performance (Jackson, 1968). It was his conviction that our lives are dominated by
these hidden curricula. Jackson also identified what is considered to be three of the
major components of “non-academic characteristics” in relationship to each student’s
school experience: “power, crowds and praise.” He believed that these three
components gave substance to the norms of behavior in classrooms, the sum total of
unofficial institutional expectations derived from educators, administrators and
possibly even parents. These components, initially, are completely unknown to the
student. It was his conviction that hidden curriculum is learned through each of these
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elements. Hlebowitsh (1994), however, disagreed not with the concepts but with who
coined the phrase. He stated that many scholars believe that the term “hidden
curriculum” was first used by Friedenberg in the 1960s. He added that the main
purpose of exploring the history of the term was to discover the importance of its role
in the learning process. He said that this exploration into the definition of the term
assisted with the importance that was placed on the other aspects of the learning
process such as, concerns regarding educational objectives, material content, and the
traditional procedures of evaluation.
Following Jackson’s thoughts on power in the educational process, Dreeben
(1968) looked at the framework woven between and around the authority of the
teacher and the powerlessness of the student. For instance, a teacher becomes upset
with a particular student but, if the teacher does not specify exactly which student he
is upset with, each student in the class may think it is him or her. Each student is
afraid to ask “are you angry at me?” Thus, the classroom not only becomes a social
structure experience but also an example of the teacher’s exercise of authority.
Snyder (1971) characterizes hidden curriculum as covert tasks that produce
unplanned lessons which students must master in order to cope with daily classroom
demands. These lessons are “ghosts haunting classrooms” which have invisible, yet
real, consequences for students. Students who fail to deal with the specter of the
hidden curriculum run the risk of school failure. Gerbner (1972) describes hidden
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curricula as the lesson plan that consists of the symbolic forms of the social order and
is learned by everyone informally.
Vallance (1973) suggests that any contexts of schooling -- every interactional
milieu between teacher and student, the authoritative didactic structure (classroom
and institution), and the social value systems of students, as well as educational
suppliers -- affected the dimensions of hidden curriculum and learning. Vallance also
alleges that investigation into hidden curriculum, at the time, was more to legitimize
the theory of hidden curriculum than to actually define it.
Czajkowski and King (1975) classify hidden curriculum as the result of the
school’s environmental influence on the attitudes, perceptions, and sensitivities of
children and “in turn influence what children see of the world and how they deal with
it” (p. 280). Dreeben (1976), who was probably the first hidden curriculum theorist
to stress structural properties, describes hidden curriculum as “the prevailing social
arrangements in which schooling takes place and implies that children infer modes of
thinking, social norms and principles of conduct from their prolonged involvement in
these arrangements” (p.112). Giroux (1978) identified hidden curriculum as the
“unstated norms, values and beliefs transmitted to students through the underlying
structure of schooling, as opposed to the formally recognized and sanctioned
dimensions of the schooling experience” (p.148).
Modeling society’s morals and values from social instruction transmitted
through hidden curriculum is a theory accepted by many didactic professionals.
Schools implicitly teach values, either through the physical setting used for learning
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or from the social and interpersonal relationships formed in the educational
environment (Goodlad, 1979).
When D’Angelo (1981) investigated hidden curriculum in a suburban
Catholic high school, he fundamentally based his data interpretation, perceptions, and
definitions on Jackson’s (1968) conceptualization of the three key components of
“non-academic” education. Through classroom observations and interviews with
students, teachers, and parents, he found specific hidden-curriculum learning related
to each of the three elements--crowds, praise, and power.
Five dimensional aspects of hidden curriculum in “crowd” interplay in
classrooms were identified: (a) the acquiescence for the lack of individualized
instruction, (b) the need to cope with personal restrictions on movement, (c) the
adherence to an inflexible time schedule, (d) utilization of waiting strategies, and (e)
the seeking of clandestine social interaction (D’ Angelo, 1981).
Six elements of hidden-curricula learning were found relative to the
components of “praise:” (a) praise is related to obedience to institutional rules, (b)
feigned interest can gain positive evaluation, (c) grades are often related to nonacademic behavior, (d) evaluation is public or semi-public, (e) grade and track level
can impact the degree of praise given, and (f) cheating can be used as a strategy for
positive evaluation (D’ Angelo, 1981).
Lastly, D’ Angelo (1981) found five elements of learning relative to the
component of “power:” (a) students view themselves as powerless, (b) the teacher is
the possessor of all “worthwhile” knowledge, (c) the teacher regulates all classroom
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activities, (d) the student is under constant scrutiny, and (e) the teacher sets the tenor
for morality in the classroom.
As students and educators interrelate on an educational and social basis, they
are constantly characterizing, shaping, and outlining standards that students apply to
their attitudes of morals, values, beliefs, and behaviors (Apple, 1983). Lawrence
Kohlberg as cited in (Giroux & Purpel,1983) also wrote about moral codes and
attitudes garnered from the classroom environment through the use of messages
transmitted through hidden curriculum.
Messages passed on as hidden curriculum may provide accompaniment or
discord to each other as well as to formal curriculum. For instance, school programs
and educational structure emphasize academic achievement in all areas. But, as you
walk in the front door of the school, the first thing you see is a case full of sports
trophies, team banners, or team jerseys. Nowhere do you see symbols of academic or
artistic accomplishment. In this respect, it is likely that the hidden curriculum has the
most impact when the aggregate or design of messages is the most consistent
(Cornbleth, 1984, 1990). While contributing factors to hidden curriculum are
obviously amassed from many locations and sources, the classroom is probably the
strongest. Elsayed (1988) added extracurricular activities as a source and location of
hidden curriculum. He believed that the hidden curriculum included all the
experiences, knowledge, values, and behaviors that each student learned through any
non-classroom activities, and that students obtained knowledge involuntarily, without
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teacher supervision and often without the student realizing he was uploading hidden
curriculum.
The infrastructure created in the learning setting of a classroom is often
controlled by unseen, unwritten rules that everyone appears to just take for granted.
Even though these rules may be unrecorded and unspoken, the majority of the
students usually follow them with tacit agreement. They have become part of the
hidden curriculum (Garnett, 1984; Kanpol, 1989; Hemmings, 2000). Eisner (1985)
agreed that, even as students learn formal curriculum, they are continuously
bombarded by implicit (hidden) curriculum that impacts their values and
expectations.
While scholars may agree to disagree on definitions as well as various aspects
of hidden curriculum, Portelli (1993) affirmed that, for many scholars, there were
four ways of defining hidden curriculum:
1. As the unofficial expectations, or implicit but expected messages.
2. As unintended learning outcomes or messages.
3. As implicit messages arising from the structure of schooling.
4. As created by the students.
Though some scholars constructed lists of topics in order to identify hidden
curriculum, others looked for opposites as related to formal curriculum. Sambell and
McDowell (1998) defined hidden curriculum as “an opposite metaphor to describe
the shadowy, ill-defined, and amorphous nature of that which is implicit and
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embedded in contrast with the formal statements about curricula and the surface
features of educational interaction” (p. 391).
Eisner (1985) backed up his earlier declarations regarding implicit curriculum
(hidden curriculum) by stating that it is a means through which schools teach
“pervasive and ubiquitous sets of expectations and rules that define schooling as a
cultural system, which by itself, teaches valuable lessons” (p. 106).
Al-Mosa (2000) defined the hidden curriculum as those values and
orientations that symbolize the activities and practices, including some semblance of
conduct which centers on students within the infrastructure of a school, but are not
contained within the formal curriculum. Gaining these values and orientations is
usually unconscious on the part of the student and effects not always readily
observed.
Universally, each person’s life is ruled or governed by combinations of
regulations or guidelines with multiple lists of dos and don’ts. Some lists are written,
while others are implied; written is obviously less complicated to deal with and far
easier to understand. Implied rules start as a young child and continue throughout
every stage our lives with such phrases as “how can you not know” that you need to
wash your hands before eating, or “everyone knows” not to get dirt on grandma’s
floor, or not to go down that street. Then comes, “I shouldn’t have to tell you” to be
home by ten, or to speak only when spoken to. Another favorite is, “I assumed you
knew.” Probably the most common, at least in our current society, is to add “you
know” at the end of each statement you make. Just who is responsible for imparting
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this vastly important information? Who came up with the unwritten book in which
these pearls of wisdom, among others, are to be found? If a person should know, is
assumed to know, but in reality does not know, who becomes accountable for the
“lack of knowledge” or for the “inaccurate interpretation of that knowledge?” The
answer may be, just about anyone in an authoritative position (Myles, 2004).
These unwritten rules do not end when we start school. New ones just take
their places as each student begins to navigate through the educational waters forming
a different set of unwritten rules. These unseen, implied, sometimes covert and often
disguised guidelines or rules will impact every facet of the classroom experience; just
as they influence every aspect of our daily lives (Myles, 2004).
Even though the terminology of hidden curriculum changes as we age, it
remains complicated and obscure when attempting to define and identify all of its
variables. For instance, communication that is not spoken aloud often becomes more
important than what is spoken. One such interaction would be the use and
interpretation of body language. Utilization of this mode of communication in the
hidden curriculum is through the use of facial expression, hand gestures, body
posture, and voice modulation and texture (Myles, 2004). Because of authoritative
separations in a classroom, teachers being more powerful than students,
understanding what is “not spoken, but seen” becomes another facet of the school
experience with which students must learn to cope (Jackson, 1968; Myles, 2004).
For example, a teacher might say that he is not upset with his class or with a
specific student, but the students read a completely different story from what they see.
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If the instructor is frowning, looking stern with his arms crossed over his chest, the
students may see and interpret his body language as angry and closed off. The
difference between what the student hears and sees (hidden curriculum) creates
conflicting messages that each student must try to decipher. Regardless of the
teacher’s intention, an unspoken, unwritten message has been sent. All that remains,
at this point, is how each student will interpret the hidden message and whether the
interpretation will assist or detract from the path of learning (Dreeben, 1968; Myles et
al., 2004).
The agenda of the pupil must not be overlooked when examining the schools’
patterns of organizational structures. Students receive messages from social contacts
acquired in educational institutions as frequently as they do from instructors. These
connections are often unplanned and informal but may not be as straightforward and
trouble-free as the student would at first believe. Snyder (1971) brings the prospect
that students “create hidden curriculum.” Students who do not want to be confined
with masses of homework and class assignments may inquire of the instructor or
another student; “just how much do I have to do to pass?” Another thought process
from the student’s perspective might be, “Is it enough to just pass? Is it enough to
simply get over this current obstacle or project (Lin, 1979)?
Some students form interconnections with a hidden purpose or agenda in
mind, such as a male learner who realizes he needs assistance and forges a
relationship with an intelligent female (Doll, 1978). These unofficial influences may
either support or weaken the realization of a student’s discernible goal (McNeil,
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1977). As students get to know an instructor, they pass on to following students their
understanding of the hidden curriculum in his/her classes: To pass his/her courses do
this or that. To get an A on any paper, just be sure it is grammatically correct, and
make it long, with lots of references. Don’t wear certain types or styles of clothing.
Portelli (1993) stated that he found hidden curriculum created by students to be an
extremely intriguing concept.
Finally, what about learning institutions that deliberately omit subjects or
topics from the curriculum? These are referred to as “null curriculum.” Eisner
(1985) brought the idea of curriculum that was not taught to the attention of scholars
when he contended that schools not only preclude certain subjects/topics, but that
they ignore or underrate visual, auditory and metaphoric ways of learning. He
maintained subjects that are now taught are part of tradition, and traditions create
expectations that, in turn, create predictability, thus nourishing stability. Eisner
believed there was an inconsistency involved in writing about school curriculum that
did not exist. "If we are concerned with the consequences of educational programs as
a whole, then we must be as concerned about what is not taught and why as we are
about what is taught” (p. 90). He took the approach that by not providing the student
with as much available information and alternatives as possible, then we, as
educators, were limiting the options that one was able to consider. He also contended
that by using “null curriculum,” schools sent messages to students that certain content
and processes were more important than others (Marsh, 1997).
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Hidden curriculum, or what is currently believed to be the concepts of “hidden
curriculum,” is alive and flourishing in the educational environment and has been for
over 40 years (Jackson, 1968). For decades, educators have labored to examine and
define the basic components involved in these complex, inexplicit curriculums. It
would appear that each scholar bases his or her definition, at least in part, on his/her
own indoctrination as well as the cultural climate of the time. Even with diverse
outlooks and views, these researchers have many points in common: morals, values,
and attitudes, as well as the personal expectations that are created and transmitted not
only by teachers but also by every person with whom the student comes in contact
during the educational experience. They agree that these tacit teachings are obscure,
usually unendorsed, and unwritten (Jackson, 1968; Dreeben, 1968; Czajkowski &
King, 1975; Myles, 2001). There is also agreement that student interpretation of
student-teacher interactions as well as classroom events plays a key role in their
socialization within a larger society.
Marxist Theory and the Hidden Curriculum
Marxists and Functionalists disagree that schools provide equal opportunities,
but they agree that hidden curriculum plays an important role in preparing a student
for a role in a sophisticated, industrialized society.
Unlike the Functionalists, Marxists believe that hidden curriculum works
differently with children from different social classes. The reason for this is that
students need to prepare for the different class structures of the society in which they
live, and they need to reproduce the relations of production. There is a suggestion in
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the Marxist belief that students of the working class give in to the idea that they must
accept the fate of being the subordinate and that they become apathetic and oblivious
to what goes on around them.
Along the lines of the Marxists, two French scholars, Bourdieu and
Passeron,(1977) concluded, through empirical data, that schools present themselves
as an apolitical and neutral forum, therefore creating a cultural superiority that is
accepted by the subordinate culture.
In time, researchers began to liberate themselves from the ideology of the
Marxist movement in favor of new, more enlightened movements. One is the
feminist movement. Marxists and feminists agree that oppression is important for the
existence of certain social classes. However, feminists believe that, when it comes to
women, this domination goes beyond the social class and becomes sexual oppression.
In the past it was not unusual for males to be favored over females in a classroom
setting; this occurrence is still seen today in many cultures and classrooms around the
world. Therefore, women were, and sometimes still are, less likely to have the
opportunities that men are afforded. This mentality has frequently affected females in
schools and, consequently, in the working place (Feinberg & Soltis, 1985).
Impact of Hidden Curriculum on Students
Once the sources of hidden curriculum have been found, identified, and
understood, the impact that the messages have on students and, in turn, on current
society must then be determined. The following questions need to be answered: Once
students absorb and process these messages, how are they utilized? How do these
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messages influence (positively or negatively) the anthropological, sociological, and
psychological components of each student?
In other words, how do hidden messages impact each student’s life with all of
its infinite components? How do the messages received affect his/her objectives,
his/her learning experience, or, for that matter, his/her entire learning process? What
meaning do participants attach to the experiences derived from hidden curriculum?
Are the students’ opinions relating to the value of subject content and the evaluation
process affected through the use of hidden messages? To what end do the student’s
perceptions influence and shape his/her behaviors and attitudes or feelings about life,
family, society, other cultures, or the world at large? Finally, whatever bearing these
consequences have, are the effects short or long term (Sadker & Sadker, 1984, 1985,
1994; Stretmatter, 1994; Dezolt & Hull, 2001; Myles, 2001)?
Obviously, hidden curriculum is capable of having positive as well as negative
effects on any society, none more so than in societies achieved during the pedagogical
process. Because the focus of this researcher is “negative messages received through
hidden curriculum,” the negative aspect will be discussed first. While many scholars
postulate mostly on the positive realms of hidden curriculum, others take a more
rounded view and examine both. Proponents (Jackson, 1968) acknowledging the
negatives allege that schools are frequently a “mass of discipline issues” arising from
the struggle many learners face when dealing with rules and structured daily routines.
Others found authority difficulties not only in classrooms, but also, for instance, in
sports programs.
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Sports programs can become breeding grounds for conduct issues linked to
“social and class discrimination” instead of lessons in proper personal behavior.
Native Americans, while participating in a school and community basketball
program, found the underlying theme in their sports experience was “that individuals
ought to and do control other individuals.” It is significant to note that this prevalent
theme was accepted by the majority of participants except the Native Americans, for
whom the concept conflicted with their cultural beliefs (Tindall, 1975).
Others profess that schools contribute to the baseline of political and
economic systems through “domination, exploitation, and inequality not only
between genders but between different races and social classes” (Bowles & Gintis,
1976, p. 85). Wang (1977) concluded that students who have difficulty with rules
often form their own curriculum -- in other words, a student-imposed curriculum,
exemplified through outbreaks of gender, race, and social class discrimination,
followed by conflicts over personality and differences in skill abilities.
Heinemann (1980) concluded that the human body was a social fact, that our
concepts, attitudes, and feelings surrounding it were NOT “natural” but socially
codified. Willis (1982) and Chernin (1981) both studied the correlation between
school physical education programs and student self-image. In each case, the
relationship between fellow students and coaches was highly influenced by an outside
source (the hidden curriculum from the media). Communication exchanges between
instructors and PE students often left some sport participants, especially females, with
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feelings of self-consciousness and embarrassment as well as actual dislike for their
own bodies.
Many scholars found messages that impacted the self worth of the student. In
two phenomenological inquires from 1983, Kollen (1983) and Griffin (1983) reported
on the correlation between physical education classes and self-image. Kollen found
the educational setting for 20 high school seniors to be sterile (stressing conformity)
and unsafe (illustrated by humiliation and embarrassment on behalf of the student).
Students demonstrated their internal stress and dissatisfaction by lack of compliance
with the program and teacher, false enthusiasm, rebellion, behavior issues, teacher
manipulation, isolation, or dropping the class. Male students taking sixth and seventh
grade physical education spent more time agitating the female students then they did
learning. What time the male students did not spend hassling female students, they
spent clowning around with each other, thus constantly limiting learning
opportunities for both sexes. Interestingly, female students did not try in any way to
impact or constrict learning opportunities for male students; they simply segregated
themselves from the class (Griffin, 1983).
Inequality between both gender and social class was studied by HeilmanHouser (1997) and Corrales (1998). Each found a prevalent ideology of stereotypical
concepts of male and female interactions as well as distinct cultural issues. HeilmanHouser reported unintended messages that influenced multicultural education.
Corrales found Spanish textbooks that legitimized masculine superiority and classstratified society.
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To a certain degree, Apple (1982) agreed with Bowles and Gintis (1976) in
regard to negative messages received through hidden curriculum. He felt that schools
were not just reproduction centers, but that educational institutions were the givers of
explicit, as well as hidden, knowledge that taught and molded students into passive
individuals who were not only able, but eager, to fit into an unequal society. He also
suggested that students only partially accept planned and unplanned meanings of
schooling, that more often than not they reject these meanings. Thus, schools have
the capacity to “reproduce and transform society” (Apple, 1982; Giroux, 1983).
Race and cultural issues have frequently been at the heart of negative
messages transmitted through hidden curriculum. King (1986) commented that, at a
time when scholarship by women and people of color has contributed remarkable new
insights and broadened significantly the knowledge base in our field (higher
education), the majority of curriculum is dominated by white male scholars and
authors, leaving us with the inference that contributions made by women and people
of color were inconsequential. Townsend (1995) also examined hidden curriculum in
higher education programs. Findings revealed that education at this level was
predominantly supported by the works of white male scholars. The (hidden) message
sent is that knowledge created by and/or about women and people of color is not
important.
Two studies relating to racial concerns were explored. Kharem (2000) cited
white supremacy as being alive and well in America. He reported that the white elite
used education and public policy to further the ends of the supremacist and that the
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pedagogic process taught Americans that the African culture and people were inferior
and, therefore, not necessary. Bailey (2002) investigated what she called the
“whiteness,” only her focus was select didactic texts of the 19th century. She found
that a woman (Julia McNair Wright) who wrote books, even textbooks, apparently
only wrote them for other women or children. Unfortunately, as previously
mentioned, this still appears to be the case; white male authors are more widely
published and read than female authors, at least in the world of academics.
The scenario of male students requiring and garnering more instructor
attention than female students is certainly not new. It is a known fact that males
frequently receive more attention than females in a classroom setting (see Grossman
& Grossman, 1994; Renzetti & Curran, 1999; Almutawa, 2005). This imbalance in
instructor time and attention is thought to be due to females being more reticent and
taciturn and less willing to call attention to themselves. Hidden curriculum may also
support student (especially female) unwillingness to question teachers on educational
issues. (Sadker & Sadker, 1985, 1995). The message here is that girls are quiet and
non-noticeable, while males not only garner attention but also feel that they deserve
it.
Just to be fair, this researcher wishes to include a few scholars’ reports on the
effects of positive aspects of messages transmitted through hidden curriculum.
Included also are three excellent studies that found formal and implicit curriculum,
along with all the accompanying messages, happily co-habitating with each other.
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If classroom experiences can carry into modern society socialization
structures, it has to be assumed that values and morals of society can shift into the
classroom (Jackson, 1968; Owens, 1987). Jackson (1968) reported that
characteristics such as healthy competition and showing up for work on time, deemed
valuable in the working world, had direct positive effects on students’ beliefs, skills,
and attitudes toward work.
Dreeben (1968) also believed that hidden curriculum could be a valuable tool
for teaching students the indispensable norms or standards related to any society or
culture. Examples include, how to become independent, achieving personal
satisfaction, understanding universalism and specificity, learning how to participate
effectively in adult life and how to respond to the demands of occupational and
political institutions involving modern nations. These are all worthwhile social and
cultural standards. While these norms apply to the infra-structural culture of a
classroom, they can also provide the student a firm foundation for when he emerges
into the graphics of larger society.
A study by Wang (1977) found that teacher-sponsored curriculum encouraged
affirmative beliefs in an integrated and democratic society with deep-seated feelings
related to rules of individual self worth. Students emphasized cooperation, equality,
and social responsibility in their daily interactions.
Several investigators have found that both the formal and the hidden or
implicit curriculum frequently work in conjunction with each other. Baltzell (1979)
and Bloom (1981) each found that, in Quaker schools, the two curricula worked in a
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complementary fashion. Kaybill (1991) found that a Mennonite school, a religion
known for remaining uninvolved in world affairs, began an active program for the
involvement in community issues as well as passing on its spiritual faith.
In conclusion, it is abundantly clear that influence is not only transmitted
through “what” is taught, but also through “how” something is taught. When teachers
impart positive hidden messages, which contain substantial face value and deep
structure, students can grow and prosper from the educational experience. Everything
a teacher says and does, verbal or non-verbal, leaves behind impressions that students
gather up and internalize. These messages can either boost self-esteem, self-concept,
improve behaviors, and provide a firm base for future personal growth or they can
demean and ridicule.
King (1986), Townsend (1995), Kharem (2000), and Bailey (2002), as
aforementioned, agreed that race is still an issue in many cultures of the world. Males
continue to have more respect, responsibility, and privilege than females. Other
scholars also found gender and class discrimination alive and well in too many
classrooms and school athletic programs (Grossmann & Grossmann, 1994;
Almutawa, (2005). Culture and society both were found to be severely impacted by
negative messages from the white hierarchy of white supremacists in public schools
to male superiority in Spanish schools. Students’ self images were the focus of
several studies, with astounding results. Educational professionals perpetuate the
longevity of negative messages when they continue to use negative messages through
hidden messages.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter has endeavored to examine educational curriculum as a whole, its
many components, and the approaches applied to it by many scholars from multiple
cultures. The researcher has also taken an in-depth look at the Saudi educational
system (both past and current history) and its stand on educational objectives and
issues. The varied theoretical bases for the research on hidden curriculum, along with
its multitude of definitions and identifying characteristics, have been discussed.
Some positive and negative aspects of hidden curriculum have been explored by the
researcher.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
Criticism has been launched at the Islamic education system, stating that it
teaches discrimination against other, non-Muslim cultures, and that students are
taught to be intolerant and to instigate violence toward other nations. Prince Khaled
Al-Faisal bin Abd Al-Aziz (July, 2004) believed this to be the case; but what if
students received messages that Islamic teachers were, or were not, aware they were
sending? In other words, if they were implanting ideas that were against Islamic
teaching, was the communications part of hidden curricula being transmitted as
negative messages?
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methodology and procedures
used to conduct this study. This research was designed to investigate the Saudi
students' perspectives on their teachers' transmission of negative messages as a hidden
curriculum.
This chapter provides a detailed description of the study, including research
design, research questions, data collection procedures, description of the variables,
population, sample, limitations, instrumentation, validity and reliability, and data
analysis.
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Research Design
A descriptive research method was used. It was designed to accomplish the
objectives of the study and to explore the Saudi students' perspectives on their
teachers' transmission of negative messages as a hidden curriculum.
A descriptive research design was chosen to provide a representation of the
data that describe the results of the research (Shavelson, 1996). It was also chosen to
give answers to the survey instruments for testing research questions and examining
research hypotheses with regard to perceptions, attitudes, opinions, and conditions of
the study (Crowl, 1993).
According to Gay and Airasian (2000), a descriptive research is “useful for
investigating a variety of educational problems, and concerned with the assessment of
attitudes, opinions, and preferences" (p. 275). Johnson and Christensen (2000) stated
that questionnaires are an effective tool to measure different characteristics, such as
attitudes, beliefs, values, feelings, thoughts, and perceptions. Based on that, a
descriptive survey was constructed to collect the needed data.
A correlation was used to investigate relationships among the variables of the
participants (e.g., academic major and gender). Correlations, as a form of descriptive
research, are used to describe an existing association among variables (Fraenkel &
Wallen, 2003).
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Research Questions
This study was designed to explore the Saudi students' perspectives on their
teachers' transmission of negative messages as a hidden curriculum. The study
addressed the following questions:
1. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers?
2. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from the male students' perspectives?
3. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the female students?
4. Are there differences in the students' perspectives' based on gender and
majors?
In order to address the above questions, the researcher, based on the research
questions, generated the following hypotheses:
1. There is a statistically significant difference between male and female students'
perspectives.
2. There is a statistically significant difference between students' perspectives
according to their majors. (Science section / Liberal Arts section).
Data Collection Procedures
Development of a Questionnaire
This study used a questionnaire. Participants were asked to respond to all
questions in each section. Since there were two types of the questionnaire (for female
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and male), the first section contained the demographic information, which consisted
of the participants’ majors. There are many majors in the secondary schools in Saudi
Arabia; however, the researcher chose two of them, Science and Liberal Arts, because
these two majors represent more than 92% of students in secondary schools in Saudi
Arabia. Thus, the majority of students who got scholarships to study in the United
States were chosen from these two majors.
The second section covered four domains (subscales). The first subscale is
objectives, which included items 1 through 7. The second subscale is subject-matter
(content), which included items 8 through 14. The third subscale is learning
experience, which contained (a) teaching methods, which included items 15 through
20, and (b) activities, which included items 21 through 24. The last subscale is
evaluation, which included items 25 through 29. The Likert scale responses to the
questionnaire consist of: 1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neutral; 4 = agree;
and 5 = strongly agree.
In order to ensure confidentiality and reduce the effects of response bias,
participants were provided with a cover letter that had a written description of the
purpose of the study and how the data would be used. They were informed that
participation in the study was voluntary and their responses would not be personally
identifiable.
Translation from English to Arabic
Since the participants in this study were Arabic-speaking undergraduate
students (female and male) who came to the United States to study in different majors
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during 2006 and 2007, and their English might be not strong enough to understand
accurately the questionnaire in English, the researcher developed the primary
questionnaire in English then translated it to Arabic, the native language of the
participants. To ensure the validity of the translated form, a committee method
approach was followed (Brislin, 1980). The questionnaire was translated from
English into Arabic by the researcher and four Ph.D. students at the University of
Kansas. The four Ph.D. students have a linguistics background and are experts in both
the Arabic and English languages (see Appendix A for English version). The
researcher then gave the revised Arabic language questionnaire to three specialists in
both languages and asked them to translate it back into English. It was then
compared with the original English version and no significant difference was noted.
Finally, the final version of the questionnaire was reviewed by the researcher and
translators to confirm the accuracy of the translation and ensure the language was a
good design for the subject matter. Since in Arabic there are differences in writing
for male and female, the researcher created two types of the questionnaire, one for
female students and another for male students. See Appendix B for the Arabic
version for females and Appendix C for the Arabic version for males.
Consent to Conduct Study
Approval was obtained from the human subject center at the University of
Kansas.
First, permission to conduct this study was obtained from the Human Subjects
Committee Lawrence Campus (HSCL), University of Kansas for the Protection of
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Human Subjects in Research. Appendix D contains a copy of the approval to conduct
the research. Participation in this study was completely voluntary; however, each
Saudi student was informed that completion of the survey indicates her/his
willingness to participate in this project and that s/he was at least eighteen years old.
The approval form was translated into Arabic and given to all participants to
understand exactly what it contained. Appendix E contains a copy of the approval
translated into Arabic.
Second, the questionnaire was sent to the Saudi Cultural Mission in
Washington D.C. to send a hard copy to each randomly selected participant via mail.
Population
The population of this study consisted of Saudi male/female students who
graduated from secondary schools in Saudi Arabia during the 2006 or 2007 school
years.
The Sample
The sample consisted of (n = 500) students who graduated during the
academic year 2006-2007. Students were randomly selected to form the sample of
this study. Each of these students is currently an undergraduate student attending
classes at universities throughout the United States of America.
Data Collection
The Arabic version of the survey was distributed to the undergraduate
students via the Saudi Arabian Cultural Mission in Washington, D.C. Two lists of
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students, based on gender, were obtained from database of the Saudi Arabian Cultural
Mission in Washington, DC. Numbers were issued to each study subject as the
names were received from the Saudi Arabian Cultural Mission. They were then
randomly selected by choosing only the names with even numbers. The questionnaire
was then mailed to each selected study participant. Moreover, the same procedure
was applied via some Saudi Students Organizations at five universities through the
United States.
Description of the Variables
A survey research design was used to collect the data. The key variables of the
study were:
1. The dependent variables. The dependent variables of this study explored the
Saudi students' perspectives on their teachers' transmission of negative
messages as a hidden curriculum.
2. The independent variables. The independent variables of this study included
(1) gender, (2) academic major.
Limitations
This study had a number of limitations as follows:
1. This study focused only on Islamic education teachers in secondary schools in
Saudi Arabia.
2. This study was applied to the Saudi students who graduated from secondary
public schools in Saudi Arabia in the 2006 or 2007 academic years.
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3. The results of this investigation might not be generalized to the other schools
such as Quraanic Memorization schools, vocational and trade schools,
Scientific Institutes and private schools.
Validity
Validity refers to the degree to which a survey instrument actually measures
the concept it is supposed to measure (Slavin, 1992). Light, Singer, and Willet (1990)
stated that the way to measure face validity is “by having experts examine the
measure and agree that it does assess what it is supposed to assess. The measure looks
right, reads right, feels right” (p. 152). Due to the importance of content validity, the
researcher interviewed six Islamic education teachers (3 males and 3 females) vis-àvis and by means of the telephone to form the items of the questionnaire. After
receiving these six teachers’ feedback on the primary questionnaire, the researcher
developed a questionnaire and submitted it to a panel of experts in education and
statistics (See Appendix A). Six individuals, including instructors in the School of
Education, were asked to review the questionnaire. Upon receipt of the comments and
suggestions from the panel, the questionnaire was evaluated and revised. Finally, six
Ph.D. students at the University of Kansas were asked to review both English and
Arabic versions of the questionnaire to check clarity, design, and length. They were
asked to comment on the following questions: (a) Are the survey questions consistent
with the purpose of the study? and (b) Do the survey questions present the research
questions? Based on their answers and comments, the survey was evaluated and
modified.
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Reliability
The term reliability refers to the degree to which a survey instrument
consistently measures whatever it is intended to measure (Slavin, 1992). When a
measurement instrument is consistent and accurate, the instrument is supposed to
have a high degree of reliability (Mueller, 1986).
The instrument’s aim is to “minimize the errors and biases in a study” (Yin,
2003, p. 37). According to Cooper and Schindler (2001), “Reliability is a necessary
contributor to validity but is not a sufficient condition for validity” (p. 215).
Internal-consistency reliability refers to “the extent to which all the items or
questions assess the same skills, characteristics, or quality” (Fink, 1995, p. 48). It is
basically meant to “examine the consistency of people’s responses to different items
on the same instrument at the same time” (Light, Singer, & Willett, 1990, p. 166).
Santos (1990) recommended users of an evaluation survey to use Cronbach’s Alpha
to measure internal-consistency reliability. Cronbach’s Alpha assesses the reliability
of a rating summarizing a group of test or survey answers, and is “basically the
average of all correlation between each item and the total score” (Fink, 1995, p. 48).
Santos (1990) has indicated 0.7 to be an acceptable reliability coefficient, but lower
thresholds are sometimes used in the literature. Cronbach’s Alpha is affected by the
length or total number of questions.
To measure the reliability of the questionnaire the researcher distributed the
primary questionnaire to fifteen students (4 females and 11 males). There were two
purposes for distributing the primary questionnaire. The first purpose was to test the
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instrument for appropriateness to the subjects in terms of the instrument readability,
clarity, and understanding. The second purpose was to estimate the reliability of the
questionnaire.
The researcher collected the questionnaires from the students and used the
Cronbach's alpha coefficient test to prove the internal consistency of the instrument.
The overall Cronbach's Alpha score for the instrument was = 0 .93, which indicates
acceptable reliability in educational research.
To determine the reliability of the questionnaire by the method of internalconsistency of items (overall and for each subscale) the SPSS program version 16.0
was used to compute Cronbach’s Alpha of reliability as listed in Tables 1 and 2,
below.
Table 1
Reliability Coefficients (Cronbach’s Alpha) for overall of the questionnaire
Scale

Items

Reliability Coefficients

overall

1-29

0.93
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Table 2
Reliability Coefficients (Cronbach’s Alpha) for each subscale of the
questionnaire
Subscale

Items

Reliability Coefficients

Objectives

1-7

0.73

Subject- Matter

8-14

0.71

Learning Experiences

15-24

0.86

Evaluation

25-29

0.77

Data Analysis Procedures
For the purposes of this study, the quantitative research method was used.
The Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) program, version 16.0 was used to
code and analyze the data in light of the questions and hypotheses proposed for the
study.
Different statistical procedures that were employed to analyze the collected
data included the following:
A. The descriptive statistics were obtained (mean, standard deviation, and frequency)
to answer the first three questions:
1. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers?
2. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from the male students' perspectives?
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3. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the female students?
B. A two-way anova (ANOVA) test was used to answer the fourth question.
4. Are there differences in the students’ perspectives based on gender and
majors?
For all statistical tests the alpha level of 0.05 (α = 0.05) was used.
Chapter Summary
Chapter Three discussed the methodology and procedures that were used to
investigate the Saudi students' perspectives on their teachers' transmission of negative
messages as a hidden curriculum. It included research design, research questions,
data collection procedures, population, sample, description of the variables,
limitations, validity and reliability, and data analysis procedures.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Introduction
In this chapter, the results of the analysis of the data collected are presented in
the form of descriptive statistics. This study was designed to explore the Saudi
students' perspectives on their teachers' transmission of negative messages as a hidden
curriculum. The chapter includes statistical methods, population and sample, findings
of research questions, and chapter summary.
Statistical Methods
The statistical analysis utilized descriptive statistics in ordered to obtain an
overall idea about the demographic data. They also were used to explore the Saudi
students' perspectives on their teachers' transmission of negative messages as a hidden
curriculum and to measure the most negative messages that have been sent by Islamic
education teachers to their students. In addition, a two-way anova (ANOVA) test was
used to discover the differences in the students’ perspectives based on gender and
majors. The data were analyzed and coded utilizing SPSS version 16.0. The data
were coded to reflect the participants’ responses on the survey instrument.
Population and Sample
Participants in this study were undergraduate Saudi students who graduated
from secondary schools in Saudi Arabia during the 2006 and 2007 school years.
Students were randomly selected to form the sample of this study. Each of these
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students is currently an undergraduate student attending classes in universities
through the United States of America. The questionnaire was maile
mailed
d to 500 students.
Three hundred of the questionnaires (150 to females and 150 to males) were mailed to
addresses via the Saudi Arabian Cultural Mission in Washington, D
D.C.
C. and 200 of
them (100 to females and 100 to males) were mailed via various Saudi stu
tudent
organizations at five universities through the United States. Three hundred eightyeighty
nine surveys were returned
returned, but only 329 (84%) of them were deemed valid to be
used in the final analysis,, as displayed in Table 3 and Figure 1.
Table 3
Questionnaire Distribution and Return Rate
Participants

Distributed

Returned

Valid to Use

Female
Male
Total

250
250
500

162
227
389

138
191
329

Percentage of
Valid Return
85%
84%
84%

Figure 1
Questionnaire Distribution and Return Rate
600
500
400
300
200
Male
100
0
Distributed

Returned
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Valid to Use

The participants in this study differed in terms of gender and academic major.
Table 4 shows that 138 respondents (42%) were female students, and 191 respondents
(58%) were male students.
Table 4
Frequency Statistics for respondents based on their gender
Gender

Participants

Percentage

Female

138

42%

Male

191

58%

Figure 2
Respondents based on their Gender

Female
42%

Male
58%

As Table 5 and Figure 3 illustrate, 80 female students (58%
58% of the female
participants) are majoring in Science, and 58 female students (42% of the female
participants) are majoring in Liberal Arts.
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Table 5
Frequency Statistics for female respondents based on their majors (Science &
Liberal Arts)
Major

Participants

Percentage

Science

80

58%

Liberal

58

42%

Art
Arts

Figure 3
Female respondents based on their majors

Major
Liberal Arts
42%

(Female)

Science
58%

Table 6 and Figure 4 show that 105 male students (55% of the male
participants) are majoring in Science, and 86 male students (45% of the male
participants) are majoring in Liberal Arts.
Table 6
Frequency Statistics for male respondents based on their majors
(Science & Liberal Arts)
Major

Participants

Percentage

Science

105

55%

Liberal Arts

86

45%
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Figure 4
Male respondents based on their majors

Major
Liberal Art
45%

(Male)

Science
55%

Research Questions
Research Question One
What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers?
In order to answer this research question, descriptive statistics were used to
present the data gathered about the most frequently mentioned negative messages
used by the Islamic education teachers.
The most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic education
teachers transmitted to their students was the message in statement number 9,
9 which
is: “The
The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe that the Saudi society
was the absolute most Islamic society.” (M = 3.02, SD = 1.35).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students was the message in statement number
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17, which states: “The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and
reminding rather than debate and discussion.” (M = 2.97, SD = 1.33)
The message that received the lowest ratings was the message in statement
number 3, which says: “The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/ his own ideology.” (M = 1.78, SD = 1.00).
Table 7 displays the means and standard deviations for all of the negative messages
used by Islamic education teachers.
Table 7
Means and Standard Deviations for all of the negative messages used by
Islamic education teachers
Statements

Rank

Mean

NO

9

Deviation
The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe that the
Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.

17

3.02

1.35

2

2.92

1.33

3

2.86

1.46

4

2.78

1.39

5

2.75

1.40

6

2.71

1.41

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology,
a linear way from teacher to student.

10

1

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and
reminding rather than debate and discussion.

16

Std.

The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar any where in the Islamic
world.

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered
more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.

28

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to
memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.
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Statements

Rank

Mean

NO

11

Std.
Deviation

The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe that the
Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were
the appropriate standards with which other Islamic societies’
conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

18

7

2.63

1.28

8

2.62

1.39

9

2.62

1.44

10

2.61

1.29

11

2.52

1.34

12

2.37

1.31

13

2.34

1.35

14

2.32

1.30

15

2.28

1.26

16

2.18

1.30

17

2.17

1.19

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to
students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational technology
aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc because of
their unimportance to her/ him.

27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal
comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.

12

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/ his opinions.

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any
opinions or perspectives that are different to her/ his.

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/ his students which makes all students guarantee passing
her/his class without working hard.

2

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all
ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in accordance
with her/ his own beliefs.

13

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/ his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.
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Statements

Rank

Mean

NO

4

Deviation
The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society was
not fully abiding by Islamic commands.

6

2.08

1.17

19

2.07

1.25

20

2.05

1.27

21

2.00

1.17

22

1.99

1.42

23

1.97

1.14

24

1.97

1.26

25

1.96

1.16

26

1.92

1.18

27

1.80

1.02

28

1.78

1.03

29

1.78

1.00

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer their
opinions.

8

18

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity
to have a discussion in the classroom.

19

Std.

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.

14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the
textbook which were not in accordance with her/ his own beliefs.

23

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”

26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

7

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.

1

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.

3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/ his own ideology.
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Based on the four subscales in the questionnaire, the most frequently
mentioned negative message that the all Islamic education teachers transmitted to
their students in terms of the first subscale, “The Objectives,” was the message in
statement number 5, which states: “The Islamic education teacher was not
susceptible to any opinions or perspectives that are different to her/ his.” (M = 2.32,
SD = 1.30).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of “The Objectives” subscale
was the message in statement number 2, which states: “The Islamic education
teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all ideologies in the Saudi society and which
were not in accordance with her/ his own beliefs.” (M = 2.18, SD = 1.30).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “The Objectives”
subscale was the message in statement number 1, which states: “The Islamic
education teacher gave me the impression that merely talking with non-Muslims
would threaten my identity as a Muslim.” (M = 1.78, SD = 1. 03).
Table 8 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by all Islamic education teachers in terms of “The Objectives” subscale.
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Table 8
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by all Islamic
education teachers in terms of “The Objectives” subscale
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any
opinions or perspectives that are different to her/ his.

2

1

2.32

1.30

2

2.18

1.30

3

2.08

1.17

4

2.07

1.25

5

1.80

1.02

6

1.78

1.00

7

1.78

1.03

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all
ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in
accordance with her/ his own beliefs.

4

The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society
was not fully abiding by Islamic commands.

6

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity
to have a discussion in the classroom.

7

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.

3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/ his own ideology.

1

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as
a Muslim.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that all Islamic education
teachers transmitted to their students in terms of the second subscale, “The SubjectMatter,” was the message in statement number 9, which says: “The Islamic education
teacher let her/ his students believe that the Saudi society was the absolute most
Islamic society.” (M = 3.02, SD = 1.35).
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The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of “The Subject-Matter”
subscale was the message in statement number 10, which states: “The Islamic
education teacher let her/ his students believe that Saudi Islamic scholars were more
knowledgeable about the religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the
Islamic world.” (M = 2.78, SD = 1.39).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “The SubjectMatter” subscale was the message in statement number 14, which states: “The
Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the textbook which were
not in accordance with her/ his own beliefs.” (M = 1.97, SD = 1.14).
Table 9 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by all Islamic education teachers in terms of “The Subject-Matter” subscale.
Table 9
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by all Islamic
education teachers in terms of “The subject-Matter subscale”
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

9

The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe that
the Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.

10

1

3.02

1.35

2

2.78

1.39

The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar any where in the Islamic
world.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

11

The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe that
the Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society
were the appropriate standards with which other Islamic
societies’ conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

12

3

2.63

1.28

4

2.52

1.34

5

2.17

1.19

6

2.00

1.17

7

1.97

1.14

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.

13

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/ his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.

8

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the
textbook which were not in accordance with her/ his own beliefs.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that all Islamic education
teachers transmitted to their students in terms of the third subscale, “Learning
Experiences,” was the message in statement number 17, which states “The Islamic
education teacher taught more through preaching and reminding rather than debate
and discussion.” (M = 2.97, SD = 1.33).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of “Learning Experiences”
was the message in statement number 16, which states “The Islamic education
teacher used only the lecture methodology, a linear way from teacher to student.” (M
= 2.86, SD = 1.46).
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The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “Learning
Experiences” was the message in statement number 21, which states “The Islamic
education teacher considered any form of extracurricular activities useless and ‘time
wasting’ except activities involving ‘Islamic awareness’.” (M = 1.96, SD = 1.16).
Table 10 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by all Islamic education teachers in terms of “The Learning Experiences”
subscale.
Table 10
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by all Islamic
education teachers in terms of “The Learning experiences subscale”
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

17

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching
and reminding rather than debate and discussion.

16

2.97

1.33

2

2.86

1.46

3

2.62

1.39

4

2.62

1.44

5

2.37

1.31

6

2.34

1.35

7

2.05

1.27

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture
methodology, a linear way from teacher to student.

18

1

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to
students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational
technology aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer,
etc because of their unimportance to him.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/ his opinions.

19

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer
their opinions.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending

8

1.99

1.42

9

1.97

1.26

10

1.96

1.16

some classes.
23

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their
tribal or family names and their township and social class.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”

The most frequently mentioned negative message that all Islamic education
teachers transmitted to their students in terms of the fourth subscale, “Evaluation,”
was the message in statement number 25, which states “The Islamic education
teacher showed more interest and offered more praise to students whose appearance
looked more conservative. ” (M = 2.75, SD = 1.40)
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of “Evaluation” was the
message in statement number 28, which states “The Islamic education teacher
evaluated us on our abilities to memorize the content rather than on our
comprehension of the subject matter.” (M = 2.71, SD = 1.41)
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “Evaluation” was the
message in statement number 26, which states “The Islamic education teacher gave
higher grades to students carrying certain tribal and family names or township and
social class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.” (M = 1.92, SD = 1.18).
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Table 11 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by all Islamic education teachers in terms of the “Evaluation” subscale.
Table 11
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by all Islamic
education teachers in terms of “The Evaluation subscale”
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered
more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.

28

1

2.75

1.40

2

2.71

1.41

3

2.61

1.29

4

2.28

1.26

5

1.92

1.18

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to
memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.

27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal
comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/ his students which makes all students guarantee passing her/
his class without working hard.

26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

Research Question Two
What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from the male students' perspectives?
To answer the research question, descriptive statistics were used to present the
data gathered about the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from the male students' perspectives.
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Overall, the most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their male students was the message in statement
number 9, which states “The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe
that the Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.” (M = 2.85, SD =1.33)
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their male students was the message in statement
number 17, which states “The Islamic education teacher taught more through
preaching and reminding rather than debate and discussion.” (M = 2.81, SD =1.33)
The message that received the lowest ratings was the message in statement
number 1, which states “The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks’ subjects that conflicted with her/ his own ideology.” (M = 1.74, SD =,
941).
Table 12 displays the means and standard deviations for all of the negative
messages used by Islamic education teachers from the male students’ perspectives.
Table 12
Means and Standard Deviations for all of the negative messages used by
Islamic education teachers from the male students’ perspectives
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

9

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the
Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.

17

2.85

1.33

2

2.81

1.33

3

2.79

1.44

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and
reminding rather than debate and discussion.

16

1

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology,
a linear way from teacher to student.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

28

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to
memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.

10

4

2.67

1.37

5

2.63

1.35

6

2.61

1.37

7

2.60

1.35

8

2.59

1.24

9

2.58

1.42

10

2.51

1.20

11

2.50

1.27

12

2.39

1.32

13

2.34

1.24

14

2.32

1.29

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar any where in the Islamic
world.

18

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to
students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered
more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.

11

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the
Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were
the 2.58appropriate standards with which other Islamic societies’
conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational technology
aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc because of
their unimportance to him.

27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal
comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.

12

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any
opinions or perspectives that are different to her/his.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/his opinions.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/his students which makes all students guarantee passing
her/his class without working hard.

13

2.29

1.19

16

2.20

1.18

17

2.18

1.26

18

2.11

1.14

19

2.10

1.26

20

2.05

1.18

21

2.04

1.21

22

2.03

1.20

23

2.01

1.23

24

2.01

1.19

25

1.94

1.15

26

1.94

1.05

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.

2

15

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all
ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in accordance
with her/his own beliefs.

4

The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society was
not fully abiding by Islamic commands.

19

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer their
opinions.

6

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity
to have a discussion in the classroom.

14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the
textbook which were not in accordance with her/his own beliefs.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”

8

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

23

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class.

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.

26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.

7

1.79

1.02

28

1.75

1.01

29

1.74

0.94

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.

1

27

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.

Overall, from the perspective of the male students who were Science majors,
the most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic education teachers
transmitted to their students, was the message in statement number 17, which states
“The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and reminding rather
than debate and discussion.” (M 2.96=, SD = 1.34).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message, from the male
students’ perspectives, that the Islamic education teachers transmitted to their
students was the message in statement number 16, which states “The Islamic
education teacher used only the lecture methodology, a linear way from teacher to
student.” (M =2.9, SD = 1.44)
The message that received the lowest ratings, from the male students’
perspectives, was the message in statement number 1, which states “The Islamic
education teacher gave me the impression that merely talking with non-Muslims
would threaten my identity as a Muslim.” (M =1.72, SD =0.94).
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Table 13 displays the means and standard deviations for all of the negative
messages used by Islamic education teachers, from the perspectives of the male
students who were Science majors.
Table 13
Means and Standard Deviations for all of the negative messages used by male
Islamic education teachers from the male students' perspectives based on
their Science major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

17

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and

1

2.96

1.34

2

2.9

1.44

3

2.84

1.31

4

2.76

1.21

5

2.74

1.41

6

2.71

1.38

7

2.7

1.4

reminding rather than debate and discussion.
16

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology,
a linear way from teacher to student.

9

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the
Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.

11

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the
Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were
the 2.58appropriate standards with which other Islamic societies’
conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

10

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the Islamic
world.

12

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered
more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

28

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to

8

2.7

1.38

9

2.69

1.46

10

2.62

1.47

11

2.5

1.23

12

2.41

1.36

13

2.34

1.28

14

2.3

1.22

15

2.3

1.28

16

2.26

1.18

17

2.23

1.23

18

2.07

1.15

19

2.05

1.27

memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.
18

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to
students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational technology
aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc because of
their unimportance to him.

27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal
comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any
opinions or perspectives that are different to her/his.

2

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all
ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in accordance
with her/his own beliefs.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/his opinions.

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/his students which makes all students guarantee passing
her/his class without working hard.

13

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.

4

The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society was
not fully abiding by Islamic commands.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

19

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer their

20

2.02

1.28

21

1.99

1.21

22

1.98

1.16

23

1.98

1.17

24

1.97

1.13

25

1.95

1.22

26

1.92

1.23

27

1.75

1.09

28

1.74

0.97

29

1.72

0.94

opinions.
14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the
textbook which were not in accordance with her/his own beliefs.

6

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity
to have a discussion in the classroom.

8

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.

23

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class.

26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.

7

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.

1

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.

Based on the four subscales in the questionnaire, the most frequently
mentioned negative message, from the perspective of the male students who were
Science majors, that the Islamic education teachers transmitted to their students, in
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terms of the first subscale, “The Objectives,” was the message in statement number 5,
which states “The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any opinions or
perspectives that are different to hers/his.” (M =2.34, SD =1.28).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their male students in terms of “The Objectives”
subscale was the message in statement number 2, which states “The Islamic education
teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all ideologies in the Saudi society and which
were not in accordance with her/his own beliefs.” (M =2.3, SD =1.22).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “The Objectives”
subscale was the message in statement number 1, which states “The Islamic education
teacher gave me the impression that merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten
my identity as a Muslim.” (M =1.72, SD =0.94).
Table 14 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the male students who
were Science majors, in terms of “The Objectives” subscale.
Table 14
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by male
Islamic education teachers from the male students’ perspectives in terms of
“The Objectives” subscale based on their Science major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any
opinions or perspectives that are different to her/his.
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1

2.34

1.28

NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

2

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all

2

2.3

1.22

3

2.07

1.15

4

1.98

1.16

5

1.75

1.09

6

1.74

0.97

7

1.72

0.94

ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in accordance
with her/his own beliefs.
4

The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society was
not fully abiding by Islamic commands.

6

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity
to have a discussion in the classroom.

3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.

7

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.

1

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that the male Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students from the perspectives of the male
students perspectives who were Science majors, in terms of the second subscale “The
Subject-Matter” was the message in statement number 9, which states “The Islamic
education teacher let her/his students believe that the Saudi society was the absolute
most Islamic society.” (M =2.84, SD =1.31).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of “The Subject-Matter”
subscale was the message in statement number 11, which states “The Islamic
education teacher let her/his students believe that the Islamic conduct and tradition
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followed in the Saudi society were the appropriate standards with which other
Islamic societies’ conduct and tradition should be evaluated.” (M =2.76, SD =1.21).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “The Subject-Matter”
subscale was the message in statement number 8, which states “The Islamic education
teacher rejected the importance of some of the science subjects claiming that they did
not hold any religious value that would affect my morality.” (M =1.98, SD =1.17).
Table 15 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the male students who
were Science majors, in terms of “The Subject-Matter” subscale.
Table 15
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by male
Islamic education teachers in terms of “The subject-Matter subscale” based
on their Science major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

9

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the

1

2.84

1.31

2

2.76

1.21

3

2.74

1.41

4

2.71

1.38

Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.
11

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the
Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were
the 2.58appropriate standards with which other Islamic societies’
conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

10

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the Islamic
world.

12

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

13

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/his

5

2.23

1.23

6

1.99

1.21

7

1.98

1.17

opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.
14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the
textbook which were not in accordance with her/his own beliefs.

8

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that Islamic education
teachers transmitted to their students from the perspectives of the male students who
were Science majors, in terms of the third subscale, “Learning Experiences,” was the
message in statement number 17, which states “The Islamic education teacher taught
more through preaching and reminding rather than debate and discussion.” (M
=2.96, SD =1.34).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of “Learning Experiences”
was the message in statement number 16, which states “The Islamic education
teacher used only the lecture methodology, a linear way from teacher to student.” (M
=2.9 SD =1.44).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “Learning
Experiences” was the message in statement number 23, which states “The Islamic
education teacher gave more opportunities (in the classroom) to some students not to
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others because of their tribal or family names and their township and social class.”
(M =1.95, SD =1.22).
Table 16 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the male students who
were Science majors, in terms of the “Learning Experiences” subscale.
Table 16
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by male
Islamic education teachers in terms of “Learning experiences subscale”
based on their Science major.
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

17

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and

1

2.96

1.34

2

2.9

1.44

3

2.69

1.46

4

2.62

1.47

5

2.41

1.36

6

2.3

1.28

7

2.05

1.27

8

2.02

1.28

reminding rather than debate and discussion.
16

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology,
a linear way from teacher to student.

18

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to
students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational technology
aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc because of
their unimportance to him.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/his opinions.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”

19

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer their
opinions.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in

9

1.97

1.13

10

1.95

1.22

“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.
23

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that Islamic education
teachers transmitted to their students from perspectives of male students who were
Science majors, in terms of the forth subscale, “Evaluation,” were the messages in
both statement number 25, which states “The Islamic education teacher showed more
interest and offered more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative” (M =2.7, SD =1.4), and statement number 28, which states was “The
Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to memorize the content
rather than on our comprehension of the subject matter” (M =2.7, SD =1.38).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “Evaluation” was the
message in statement number 26, which states “The Islamic education teacher gave
higher grades to students carrying certain tribal and family names or township and
social class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.” (M =1.92, SD =1.23).
Table 17 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by male Islamic education teachers from the male students’ perspectives in
terms of the “Evaluation” subscale, based on their Science major.
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Table 17
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by male
Islamic education teachers in terms of “The Evaluation subscale” based on
their Science major.
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered

1

2.7

1.4

2

2.7

1.38

3

2.5

1.23

4

2.26

1.18

5

1.92

1.23

more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.
28

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to
memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.

27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal
comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/his students which makes all students guarantee passing
her/his class without working hard.

26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

Overall, the most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students from the perspective of male students
who were Liberal Arts majors, was the message in statement number 9, which states
“The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the Saudi society was
the absolute most Islamic society.” (M = 2.87, SD = 1.37)
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students was the message in statement number
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16, which states “The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology, a
linear way from teacher to student.” (M = 2.65, SD = 1.44)
The message that received the lowest ratings was the message in statement
number 1, which states “The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a Muslim.” (M =
1.77, SD = 0.95).
Table 18 displays the means and standard deviations for all of the negative
messages used by Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of male students
who were Liberal Arts majors.
Table 18
Means and Standard Deviations for all of the negative messages used by male
Islamic education teachers from the male students' perspectives based on their
Liberal Arts major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

9

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the

1

2.87

1.37

2

2.65

1.44

3

2.65

1.38

4

2.64

1.33

5

2.55

1.39

Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.
16

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology,
a linear way from teacher to student.

28

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to
memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.

17

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and
reminding rather than debate and discussion.

15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational technology
aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc because of
their unimportance to him.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal

6

2.53

1.18

7

2.52

1.27

8

2.5

1.29

9

2.49

1.3

10

2.38

1.27

11

2.37

1.31

12

2.37

1.27

13

2.35

1.2

14

2.34

1.21

15

2.24

1.09

16

2.19

1.14

comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.
18

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to
students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

10

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the Islamic
world.

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered
more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.

11

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the
Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were
the 2.58appropriate standards with which other Islamic societies’
conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/his opinions.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any
opinions or perspectives that are different to her/his.

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/his students which makes all students guarantee passing
her/his class without working hard.

12

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.

13

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

4

The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society was

17

2.17

1.14

18

2.15

1.21

19

2.1

1.23

20

2.1

1.26

21

2.08

1.26

22

2.05

1.3

23

2.05

1.24

24

2.02

1.14

25

1.98

1.06

26

1.92

0.96

27

1.85

0.95

28

1.78

1.07

not fully abiding by Islamic commands.
6

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity
to have a discussion in the classroom.

14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the
textbook which were not in accordance with her/his own beliefs.

19

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer their
opinions.

23

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class.

2

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all
ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in accordance
with her/his own beliefs.

8

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”

26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.

3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.

7

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

1

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that

29

1.77

0.95

merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.

Based on the four subscales in the questionnaire, the most frequently
mentioned negative message that the Islamic education teachers transmitted to their
students from the perspectives of male students who were Liberal Arts majors, in
terms of the first subscale, “The Objectives,” was the message in statement number 5,
which states “The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any opinions or
perspectives that are different to her/his.” (M =2.35, SD =1.2).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of the “Objectives” was the
message in statement number 4, which states “The Islamic education teacher believed
that the Saudi society was not fully abiding by Islamic commands.” (M =2.17, SD
=1.14).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “Objectives” was the
message in statement number 1, which states “The Islamic education teacher gave me
the impression that merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.” (M =1.77, SD =0.95).
Table 19 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of male students who were
Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the “Objectives” subscale.
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Table 19
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by male
Islamic education teachers from the male students’ perspectives in terms of
“The Objectives subscale” based on their Liberal Arts major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any

1

2.35

1.2

2

2.17

1.14

3

2.15

1.21

4

2.05

1.3

5

1.85

0.95

6

1.78

1.07

7

1.77

0.95

opinions or perspectives that are different to her/his.
4

The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society was
not fully abiding by Islamic commands.

6

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity
to have a discussion in the classroom.

2

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all
ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in accordance
with her/his own beliefs.

3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.

7

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.

1

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that male Islamic education
teachers transmitted to their students from the perspectives of male students who were
Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the second subscale, “Subject-Matter,” was the
message in statement number 9, which states “The Islamic education teacher let
her/his students believe that the Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.”
(M =2.87, SD =1.37).
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The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of the “Subject-Matter”
subscale was the message in statement number 10, which states “The Islamic
education teacher let her/his students believe that Saudi Islamic scholars were more
knowledgeable about the religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the
Islamic world.” (M =2.5, SD =1.29).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of the “Subject-Matter”
subscale was the message in statement number 8, which states “The Islamic education
teacher rejected the importance of some of the science subjects claiming that they did
not hold any religious value that would affect my morality.” (M =2.05, SD =1.24).
Table 20 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of male students who were
Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the “Subject-Matter” subscale.
Table 20
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by male
Islamic education teachers from the male students’ perspectives in terms of
the “Subject-Matter” subscale, based on their Liberal Arts major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

9

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the

1

2.87

1.37

2

2.5

1.29

Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.
10

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the Islamic
world.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

11

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the

3

2.38

1.27

4

2.24

1.09

5

2.19

1.14

6

2.1

1.23

7

2.05

1.24

Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were
the 2.58appropriate standards with which other Islamic societies’
conduct and tradition should be evaluated.
12

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.

13

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.

14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the
textbook which were not in accordance with her/his own beliefs.

8

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic education
teachers transmitted to their students from the perspectives of male students who were
Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the third subscale, “Learning Experiences,” was the
message in statement number 16, which states “The Islamic education teacher used
only the lecture methodology, a linear way from teacher to student.” (M =2.65, SD
=1.44).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of “Learning Experiences”
was the message in statement number 17, which states “The Islamic education
teacher taught more through preaching and reminding rather than debate and
discussion.” (M =2.64, SD =1.33).
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The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “Learning
Experiences” was the message in statement number 24, which states “The Islamic
education teacher considered participation in “Islamic Awareness Activity” more
important than attending some classes.” (M =1.92, SD =0.96).
Table 21 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of male students who were
Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the “Learning Experiences” subscale.
Table 21
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by male
Islamic education teachers from the male students’ perspectives in terms of
the “Learning Experiences” subscale based on their Liberal Arts major

NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

16

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture

2

2.65

1.44

3

2.64

1.33

1

2.55

1.39

4

2.52

1.27

6

2.37

1.31

8

2.37

1.27

methodology, a linear way from teacher to student.
17

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching
and reminding rather than debate and discussion.

15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational technology
aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc because of
their unimportance to him.

18

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to
students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/his opinions.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

19

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer

5

2.1

1.26

9

2.08

1.26

7

2.02

1.14

10

1.92

0.96

their opinions.
23

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic education
teachers transmitted to their students from the perspectives of male students who were
Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the forth subscale, “Evaluation,” was the message in
statement number 28, which states “The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on
our abilities to memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the Subject
matter.” (M =2.65, SD =1.38).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of “Evaluation” was the
message in statement number 27, which states “The Islamic education teacher
emphasized by insinuation, verbal comments and facial expressions particular topics
suggesting that they are going to be included in exams.” (M =2.53, SD =1.18).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “Evaluation” was the
message in statement number 26, which states “The Islamic education teacher gave
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higher grades to students carrying certain tribal and family names or township and
social class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.” (M =1.98, SD =1.06).
Table 22 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of male students who are
Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the :Evaluation” subscale.
Table 22
Table 20 displays Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages
used by male Islamic education teachers from the male students’ perspectives
in terms of the “Evaluation” subscale, based on their Liberal Arts major.
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

28

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to

1

2.65

1.38

2

2.53

1.18

3

2.49

1.3

4

2.34

1.21

5

1.98

1.06

memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.
27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal
comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered
more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/his students which makes all students guarantee passing
her/his class without working hard.

26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

Research Question Three:
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What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from the female students' perspectives?
To answer the research question, descriptive statistics were used to present the
data gathered about the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the female students.
Overall, the most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their female students was the message in statement
number 9, which states “The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe
that the Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.” (M = 3.26, SD =1.34)
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students was the message in statement number
17, which states “The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and
reminding rather than debate and discussion.” (M = 3.07, SD =1.31)
The message that received the lowest ratings was the message in statement
number 3, which states “The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.” (M =1.76, SD =0.97).
Table 23 displays the means and standard deviations for all of the negative
messages used by female Islamic education teachers.
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Table 23
Means and Standard Deviations for all of the negative messages used by
female Islamic education teachers
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

9

The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe that
the Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.

17

3.26

1.34

2

3.07

1.31

3

2.99

1.42

4

2.97

1.50

5

2.94

1.44

6

2.76

1.45

7

2.74

1.40

8

2.70

1.33

9

2.67

1.46

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and
reminding rather than debate and discussion.

10

1

The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar any where in the Islamic
world.

16

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology,
a linear way from teacher to student.

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered
more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.

28

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to
memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.

27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal
comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.

11

The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe that the
Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were
the appropriate standards with which other Islamic societies’
conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational technology
aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc because of
their unimportance to him.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

18

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to
students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

12

10

2.64

1.41

11

2.55

1.44

12

2.35

1.43

13

2.34

1.31

14

2.28

1.38

15

2.28

1.37

16

2.19

1.36

17

2.13

1.20

18

2.10

1.34

19

2.05

1.25

20

2.05

1.28

21

2.04

1.20

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/his opinions.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any
opinions or perspectives that are different to her/his.

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/his students which makes all students guarantee passing
her/his class without working hard.

2

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all
ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in accordance
with her/ his own beliefs.

13

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/ his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.

6

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity
to have a discussion in the classroom.

19

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer their
opinions.

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.

4

The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society was
not fully abiding by Islamic commands.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

8

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

23

22

2.00

1.14

23

1.92

1.30

24

1.89

1.02

25

1.89

1.22

26

1.87

1.09

27

1.87

1.03

28

1.84

1.14

29

1.76

0.97

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class.

14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the
textbook which were not in accordance with her/ his own beliefs.

26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

7

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”

1

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.

3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.

Overall, the most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Science majors, was the message in statement number 9, which
states “The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the Saudi
society was the absolute most Islamic society” (M =3.11, SD =1.33 )
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The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students was the message in statement number
16, which states “The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology, a
linear way from teacher to student.” (M =, 3.09 SD =1.56)
The message that received the lowest ratings was the message in statement
number 3, which states “The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.” (M =1.76, SD =0.92).
Table 24 displays the means and standard deviations for all of the negative
messages used by female Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the
female students who were Science majors.
Table 24
Means and Standard Deviations for all of the negative messages used by
female Islamic education teachers from the female students' perspectives
based on their science major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

9

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the

1

3.11

1.33

2

3.09

1.56

3

2.99

1.34

4

2.91

1.45

Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.
16

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology,
a linear way from teacher to student.

17

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and
reminding rather than debate and discussion.

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered
more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

28

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to

5

2.89

1.54

6

2.85

1.53

7

2.79

1.4

8

2.6

1.38

9

2.6

1.43

10

2.41

1.43

11

2.41

1.43

12

2.4

1.44

13

2.38

1.42

14

2.36

1.42

memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.
15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational technology
aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc because of
their unimportance to him.

10

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the Islamic
world.

11

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the
Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were
the 2.58appropriate standards with which other Islamic societies’
conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal
comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.

12

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.

18

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to
students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/his students which makes all students guarantee passing
her/his class without working hard.

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any
opinions or perspectives that are different to her/his.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/his opinions.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

6

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity

15

2.24

1.45

16

2.23

1.44

17

2.23

1.32

18

2.11

1.26

19

2.08

1.14

20

2.04

1.24

21

1.99

1.37

22

1.98

1.2

23

1.93

1.19

24

1.89

1.23

25

1.88

1.12

26

1.84

1.05

to have a discussion in the classroom.
2

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all
ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in accordance
with her/his own beliefs.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

19

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer their
opinions.

13

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.

4

The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society was
not fully abiding by Islamic commands.

23

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class.

8

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.

1

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.

7

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”

NO

Statements

Rank
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Mean

Std.

Deviation
14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the

27

1.81

1.01

28

1.81

1.22

29

1.76

0.92

textbook which were not in accordance with her/his own beliefs.
26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.

Based on the four subscales in the questionnaire, the most frequently
mentioned negative message that the female Islamic education teachers transmitted to
their students, from the perspectives of the female students who were Science majors,
in terms of the first subscale “The Objectives,” was the message in statement number
5, which states “The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any opinions or
perspectives that are different to her/his” (M =2.38, S=1.42)
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of the “Objectives” subscale
was the message in statement number 6, which states “The Islamic education teacher
would not give us the opportunity to have a discussion in the classroom.” (M = 2.24,
SD =1.45)
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of the “Objectives”
subscale was the message in statement number 3, which states “The Islamic education
teacher criticized Islamic education textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his
own ideology.” (M = 1.76, SD =0.92).
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Table 25 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by female Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the female
students who were Science majors, in terms of the “Objectives” subscale.
Table 25
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by female
Islamic education teachers from the female students’ perspectives in terms of
“The Objectives subscale” based on their Science major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any

1

2.38

1.42

2

2.24

1.45

3

2.23

1.44

4

2.04

1.24

5

1.89

1.23

6

1.88

1.12

7

1.76

0.92

opinions or perspectives that are different to her/his.
6

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity
to have a discussion in the classroom.

2

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all
ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in accordance
with her/his own beliefs.

4

The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society was
not fully abiding by Islamic commands.

1

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.

7

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.

3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that the female Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Science majors, in terms of the second subscale, “Subject-Matter,”
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was the message in statement number 9, which states “The Islamic education teacher
let her/his students believe that the Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic
society.” (M = 3.11, SD = 1.33).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of the “Subject-Matter”
subscale was the message in statement number 10, which states “The Islamic
education teacher let her/his students believe that Saudi Islamic scholars were more
knowledgeable about the religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the
Islamic world.” (M =2.79, SD = 1.4).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of the “Subject-Matter”
subscale was the message in statement number 14, which states “The Islamic
education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the textbook which were not in
accordance with her/his own beliefs.” (M = 1.81, SD = 1.01).
Table 26 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by female Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the female
students who were Science majors, in terms of the “Subject-Matter” subscale.
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Table 26
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by female
Islamic education teachers from the female students’ perspectives in terms of
the “Subject-Matter” subscale, based on their Science major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

9

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the

1

3.11

1.33

2

2.79

1.4

3

2.6

1.38

4

2.41

1.43

5

2.08

1.14

6

1.98

1.2

7

1.81

1.01

Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.
10

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the Islamic
world.

11

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the
Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were
the 2.58appropriate standards with which other Islamic societies’
conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

12

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.

13

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.

8

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the
textbook which were not in accordance with her/his own beliefs.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that the female Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Science majors, in terms of the third subscale “The Learning
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Experiences” was the message in statement number 16, which states “The Islamic
education teacher used only the lecture methodology, a linear way from teacher to
student.” (M = 3.09, SD = 1.56).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of the “Learning
Experiences” subscale was the message in statement number 17, which states “The
Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and reminding rather than
debate and discussion.” (M = 2.99, SD = 1.34).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of the “Learning
Experiences” subscale was the message in statement number 21, which states “The
Islamic education teacher considered any form of extracurricular activities useless
and "time wasting" except activities involving “Islamic awareness.” (M = 1.84, SD =
1.05).
Table 27 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by female Islamic education teachers, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Science majors, in terms of the “Learning Experiences” subscale.
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Table 27
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by female
Islamic education teachers from the female students’ perspectives in terms the
“Learning Experiences” subscale, based on their Science major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

16

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology,

1

3.09

1.56

2

2.99

1.34

3

2.85

1.53

4

2.41

1.43

5

2.36

1.42

6

2.23

1.32

7

2.11

1.26

8

1.99

1.37

9

1.93

1.19

10

1.84

1.05

a linear way from teacher to student.
17

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and
reminding rather than debate and discussion.

15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational technology
aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc because of
their unimportance to him.

18

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to
students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/his opinions.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

19

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer their
opinions.

23

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class.

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”
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The most frequently mentioned negative message that the female Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Science majors, in terms of the forth subscale, “Evaluation,” was
the message in statement number 25, which states “The Islamic education teacher
showed more interest and offered more praise to students whose appearance looked
more conservative. ” (M = 2.91, SD = 1.45).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of “Evaluation” was the
message in statement number 28, which states “The Islamic education teacher
evaluated us on our abilities to memorize the content rather than on our
comprehension of the subject matter.” (M = 2.89, SD = 1.54).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “Evaluation” was the
message in statement number 26, which states “The Islamic education teacher gave
higher grades to students carrying certain tribal and family names or township and
social class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.” (M = 1.81, SD = 1.22).
Table 28 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by female Islamic education teachers, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Science majors, in terms the “Evaluation” subscale.
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Table 28
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by female
Islamic education teachers from the female students’ perspectives in terms of
the “Evaluation” subscale, based on their Science majors
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered

1

2.91

1.45

2

2.89

1.54

3

2.6

1.43

4

2.4

1.44

5

1.81

1.22

more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.
28

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to
memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.

27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal
comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/his students which makes all students guarantee passing
her/his class without working hard.

26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

Overall, the most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Liberal Arts majors, was the message in statement number 9,
which states “The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the Saudi
society was the absolute most Islamic society.” (M = 3.48, SD = 1.35).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students was the message in statement number
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10, which states “The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the religion than any other
Islamic scholar anywhere in the Islamic world.” (M = 3.28, SD = 1.42)
The message that received the lowest ratings was the message in statement
number 3, which states “The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.” (M = 1.76, SD = 1.05).
Table 29 displays the means and standard deviations for all of the negative
messages used by female Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the
female students based on their Liberal Arts major.
Table 29
Means and Standard Deviations for all of the negative messages used by
female Islamic education teachers from the female students' perspectives
based on their Liberal Arts major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

9

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the

1

3.48

1.35

2

3.28

1.42

3

3.21

1.28

4

3

1.44

Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.
10

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the Islamic
world.

17

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and
reminding rather than debate and discussion.

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered
more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

18

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to

5

2.97

1.34

6

2.95

1.37

7

2.84

1.27

8

2.81

1.42

9

2.74

1.45

10

2.59

1.32

11

2.5

1.3

12

2.43

1.34

13

2.34

1.48

14

2.24

1.33

15

2.21

1.28

students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.
27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal
comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.

11

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the
Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were
the 2.58appropriate standards with which other Islamic societies’
conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

16

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology,
a linear way from teacher to student.

12

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.

28

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to
memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational technology
aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc because of
their unimportance to him.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/his opinions.

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.

13

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.
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NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any

16

2.17

1.34

17

2.16

1.27

18

2.12

1.27

19

2.05

1.18

20

2.05

1.08

21

2

1.04

22

2

1.23

23

1.98

1.32

24

1.93

1.17

25

1.93

1.17

26

1.88

0.92

27

1.83

1.2

opinions or perspectives that are different to her/his.
2

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all
ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in accordance
with her/his own beliefs.

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/his students which makes all students guarantee passing
her/his class without working hard.

4

The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society was
not fully abiding by Islamic commands.

8

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the
textbook which were not in accordance with her/his own beliefs.

26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

19

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer their
opinions.

6

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity
to have a discussion in the classroom.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”

7

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.

23

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class.

NO

Statements

Rank
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Mean

Std.

Deviation
1

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that

28

1.79

1.02

29

1.76

1.05

merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.
3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.

Based on the four subscales in the questionnaire, the most frequently
mentioned negative message that the female Islamic education teachers transmitted to
their students, from the perspectives of the female students who were Liberal Arts
majors, in terms of the first subscale, “Objectives,” was the message in statement
number 5, which states “The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any
opinions or perspectives that are different to her/his.” (M = 2.17, SD = 1.34).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students in terms of the “Objectives” subscale
was the message in statement number 2, which states “The Islamic education teacher
criticized all Islamic sects and all ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not
in accordance with her/his own beliefs.” (M = 2.16, SD = 1.27).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of the “Objectives”
subscale was the message in statement number 3, which states “The Islamic education
teacher criticized Islamic education textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his
own ideology.” (M = 1.76, SD = 1.05).
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Table 30 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by female Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the female
students who were Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the “Objectives” subscale.
Table 30
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by female
Islamic education teachers from the female students’ perspectives in terms of
the “Objectives” subscale based on their Liberal Arts major.
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

5

The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any

1

2.17

1.34

2

2.16

1.27

3

2.05

1.18

4

1.93

1.17

5

1.88

0.92

6

1.79

1.02

7

1.76

1.05

opinions or perspectives that are different to her/his.
2

The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and all
ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in accordance
with her/his own beliefs.

4

The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society was
not fully abiding by Islamic commands.

6

The Islamic education teacher would not give us the opportunity
to have a discussion in the classroom.

7

The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high school
graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.

1

The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim.

3

The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with her/his own ideology.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that the female Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the second subscale, “Subject-
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Matter,” was the message in statement number 9, which states “The Islamic education
teacher let her/his students believe that the Saudi society was the absolute most
Islamic society.
” (M = 3.48, SD = 1.35).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students, in terms of the “Subject-Matter”
subscale, was the message in statement number 10, which states “The Islamic
education teacher let her/his students believe that Saudi Islamic scholars were more
knowledgeable about the religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the
Islamic world.” (M = 3.28, SD = 1.42).
The message that received the lowest ratings, in terms of the “Subject-Matter”
subscale, was the message in statement number 14, which states “The Islamic
education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the textbook which were not in
accordance with her/his own beliefs.” (M = 2.00 SD =1.04).
Table 31 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by female Islamic education teachers, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the “Subject-Matter” subscale.
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Table 31
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by female
Islamic education teachers from the female students’ perspectives in terms of
the “Subject-Matter” subscale based on their Liberal Arts major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

9

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the

1

3.48

1.35

2

3.28

1.42

3

2.84

1.27

4

2.74

1.45

5

2.21

1.28

6

2.05

1.08

7

2.00

1.04

Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.
10

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the Islamic
world.

11

The Islamic education teacher let her/his students believe that the
Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were
the 2.58appropriate standards with which other Islamic societies’
conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

12

The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information that
was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes, pamphlets
and other media.

13

The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept her/his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.

8

The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of some of
the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any religious
value that would affect my morality.

14

The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects in the
textbook which were not in accordance with her/his own beliefs.

The most frequently mentioned negative message that the female Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the third subscale, “Learning
Experiences,” was the message in statement number 17, which states “The Islamic
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education teacher taught more through preaching and reminding rather than debate
and discussion.” (M = 3.21, SD = 1.28).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students, in terms of “Learning Experiences,”
was the message in statement number 18, which states “The Islamic education
teacher was kinder and more pleasant to students who were involved in “Islamic
awareness activity” rather than to students who were not.” (M = 2.97, SD = 1.34).
The message that received the lowest ratings in terms of “Learning
Experiences” was the message in statement number (23) which states “The Islamic
education teacher gave more opportunities (in the classroom) to some students not to
others because of their tribal or family names and their township and social class.”
(M = 1.83, SD = 1.2).
Table 32 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by female Islamic education teachers, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the “Learning Experiences”
subscale.
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Table 32
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by female
Islamic education teachers from the female students’ perspectives in terms of
the “Learning Experiences” subscale, based on their Liberal Arts major
NO

Statements

Rank

Mean

Std.
Deviation

17

The Islamic education teacher taught more through preaching and

1

3.21

1.28

2

2.97

1.34

3

2.81

1.42

4

2.5

1.3

5

2.43

1.34

6

2.34

1.48

7

2.24

1.33

8

1.98

1.32

9

1.93

1.17

10

1.83

1.2

reminding rather than debate and discussion.
18

The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant to
students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

16

The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture methodology,
a linear way from teacher to student.

22

The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

15

The Islamic education teacher did not use educational technology
aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc because of
their unimportance to him.

20

The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with her/his opinions.

24

The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.

19

The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer their
opinions.

21

The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”

23

The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in the
classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class.
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The most frequently mentioned negative message that the female Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the fourth subscale, “Evaluation,”
was the message in statement number 25, which states “The Islamic education
teacher showed more interest and offered more praise to students whose appearance
looked more conservative.” (M =3.00, SD = 1.44).
The second most frequently mentioned negative message that the Islamic
education teachers transmitted to their students, in terms of “Evaluation,” was the
message in statement number 27, which states “The Islamic education teacher
emphasized by insinuation, verbal comments and facial expressions particular topics
suggesting that they are going to be included in exams.” (M = 2.95, SD = 1.37).
The message that received the lowest ratings, in terms of “Evaluation,” was
the message in statement number 26, which states “The Islamic education teacher
gave higher grades to students carrying certain tribal and family names or township
and social class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.” (M = 2.00, SD =
1.23).
Table 33 displays means and standard deviations for the negative messages
used by female Islamic education teachers, from the perspectives of the female
students who were Liberal Arts majors, in terms of the “Evaluation” subscale.
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Table 33
Means and Standard Deviations for the negative messages used by female
Islamic education teachers from the perspectives of the female students in
terms of the “Evaluation” subscale, based on their Liberal Arts major.
NO

Rank

Statements

Mean

Std.
Deviation

25

The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and offered

1

3

1.44

2

2.95

1.37

3

2.59

1.32

4

2.12

1.27

5

2.00

1.23

more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.
27

The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation, verbal
comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting that
they are going to be included in exams.

28

The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to
memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.

29

The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when evaluated
her/his students which makes all students guarantee passing
her/his class without working hard.

26

The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

Research Question Four:
Are there differences in the students perspectives' based on gender and
majors?
To answer to this question a two-way anova (ANOVA) test was used. For all
statistical tests, the alpha level of 0.05 (α = 0.05) will be used.
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Overall, there are no statistically significant differences between all students’
responses based on their gender and major. F (1,325) =.432, P = .512, as seen in
Table 34.
Table 34
The differences in all students’ responses based on their gender and major
Independent
Variables

N
Science

df

Liberal
Arts

144

Female

138

Gender

Major* Gender

Sig.

185

Major

Male

F

1

0.006

0.952

1

1.700

0.417

1

0.432

0.512

191
329

Based on the four subscales in the questionnaire, there are no statistically
significant differences between all students’ responses based on their gender and
major in terms of the first subscale, “Objectives” F (1,325) = .511, P =0.475, as seen
in Table 35.
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Table 35
The differences in all students’ responses in terms of the first subscale, the
“Objectives”
Independent
Variables

N
Science

df

F

Sig.

185

Major
Liberal
Arts

144

Female

138

Gender
Male

1

0.264

0.698

1

0.019

0.913

1

0.511

0.475

191

Major* Gender

329

There are statistically significant differences between all students’ responses
based on their gender and major in terms of the second subscale, “Subject-Matter,” F
(1,325) = 4.893, P =0.028, as seen in Table 36.
Table 36
The differences in all students’ responses in terms of the second subscale
“The Subject-Matter”
Independent
Variables

N

df

Science

185

Liberal
Arts

144

Female

138

Male

191

Major

Gender

Major* Gender

329
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F

Sig.

1

0.109

0.797

1

0.421

0.633

1

4.893

0.028

Since the interaction between major and gender shows that there are
significant differences in the all students’ responses in terms of the second subscale,
“Subject-Matter,” a one-way anova (ANOVA) test was used to find out whether there
are differences in the female students’ responses based on their majors or not. The
same test was then used to find out whether there are differences in the male students’
responses based on their majors.
There are significant differences in the female students’ responses in terms of
the second subscale, “Subject-Matter,” based on their majors. F (1,136) = 4.757, P
=0.031, as seen in Table 37.
Table 37
The differences in the female students’ responses in terms of the second
subscale, “Subject-Matter,” based on their majors
Independent
Variables

N

Df

Science

80

Liberal
Arts

58

Female

1

F

4.757

Sig.

0.031

There are no significant differences in the male students’ responses in terms of
the second subscale, “Subject-Matter,” based on their majors. F (1,189) = 1.138, P
=0.287, as seen in Table 38.
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Table 38
The differences in the male students’ responses in terms of the second
subscale, “Subject-Matter,” based on their majors
Independent
Variables

N

Df

Science

105

Liberal
Arts

86

Male

1

F

.007

Sig.

0.932

Figure 5
The differences in the female and male students’ responses in terms of the second subscale
“The Subject-Matter” based on their majors

There are no statistically significant differences in all students’ responses,
based on their gender and major, in terms of the third subscale, “Learning
Experiences,” F (1,325) = .295, P =.587, as seen in Table 39.
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Table 39
The differences in all students’ responses in terms of the third subscale,
“Learning Experiences”
Independent
Variables

N

df

Science

185

Liberal
Arts

144

Female

138

Major

Gender
Male

F

Sig.

1

0.027

0.895

1

0.730

0.550

1

0.295

0.587

191

Major* Gender

329

There are no statistically significant difference in all students’ responses based
on their gender and major in terms of the fourth subscale, “Evaluation” F (1,325) =
0.017, P =0.898, as shown in Table 40.
Table 40
The differences in all students’ responses in terms of the forth subscale “The
Evaluation”
Independent
Variables

N
Science

df

Sig.

185

Major
Liberal
Arts

144

Female

138

Male

191

Gender

Major* Gender

F

329
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1

0.120

0.788

1

85.006

0.069

1

0.017

0.898

Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the results of the statistical analysis of data collected
from 138 female and 191 male Saudi undergraduate students, who graduated from
secondary schools in Saudi Arabia during the 2006 and 2007 school years, to explore
the Saudi students' perspectives on their teachers' transmission of negative messages
as a hidden curriculum. The chapter covered statistical methods, population and
sample, descriptive statistics of the data, and findings of research questions. The
research data were analyzed using frequency, means, standard deviation analysis and
a two-way anova (ANOVA) test. The data were analyzed and coded utilizing the
SPSS version 16.0 to conduct the analyses. Chapter Five provides research
discussion, recommendations, implications, and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSION
This chapter presents the purpose of the study, participants, summary of
procedures, discussion of research question findings, the implications of the study,
recommendations and suggestions for future research, and conclusion.
Purpose of the Study
The primary purpose of this study was to explore, from students’ perspectives,
the extent to which Islamic education teachers are transmitting “negative messages”
while teaching 12th grade Islamic education courses in Saudi Arabian secondary
schools.
The study was guided by the following research questions:
1. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers?
2. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from male students' perspectives?
3. What are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the
Islamic education teachers from female students' perspectives?
4. Are there differences in students’ perspectives based on gender and majors?
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Participants and Data Collection
The number of participants in this study was (N = 329); female students were
(N = 138, 42%) and male students were (N = 191, 58%). All students graduated from
secondary schools in Saudi Arabia during the academic year 2006-2007. Students
were randomly selected to form the sample of this study. Each of these students is
currently an undergraduate student attending classes in universities throughout the
United States of America. The data were collected from those participants responding
to the first section, which was demographic information, including the participants’
majors. The second section covered four domains (subscales): The first subscale is
Objectives, which included items 1 through 7; the second subscale is Subject-Matter
(content), which included items 8 through 14; the third subscale is Learning
Experience, which contained (a) Teaching Methods, which included items 15 through
20, and (b) Activities, which included items 21 through 24; the last subscale is
Evaluation, which included items 25 through 29. The Likert scale responses to the
questionnaire consist of: 1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neutral; 4 = agree;
and 5 = strongly agree.
Summary of Procedures
Descriptive research methods (mean, standard deviation, and frequency) were
used to accomplish the objectives of the study and to explore, from the students’
perspectives, the extent to which Islamic education teachers are transmitting
“negative messages” while teaching the 12th grade Islamic education courses in Saudi
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Arabian secondary schools. In addition, a two-way anova (ANOVA) test was used to
find out the differences in the students’ perspectives based on gender and majors. The
SPSS program version 16.0 was utilized to analyze and code the data.
Discussion of Research Question Findings
The current study addressed four research questions to meet its purpose.
Survey questions were designed to answer these questions. Following is a discussion
of the findings of the study for each research question.
First of all, the study results show that the highest score of a negative message
that the Islamic education teachers transmitted to their students in the 12th grade in
Saudi secondary schools, while teaching them Islamic education courses, was less
than 3.5. Based on the Likert scale which was used in this study, from three to less
than four (3-<4) means that female and male students in the 12th grade neither agree
nor strongly disagree on the entire stated negative messages that have been
transmitted by their Islamic education teachers. In other words, these results indicate
that the female and male students were not definitely sure whether their Islamic
education teachers transmitted these negative messages or not. Moreover, the
standard deviations were high in students’ responses. This means the responses that
received >3 to <3.5, with standard deviation around 1.4, indicate that some students’
responses reached 4 or more on the Likert scale; i.e. the students have agreed that
their Islamic education teachers have transmitted some of the stated negative
messages to them. As an Islamic education teacher, the researcher believes that the
teachers whose students did not agree that their teachers transmitted these negative
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messages were more aware of the hidden curriculum and its negative and positive
impacts. Therefore, they avoided transmitting such messages. On the other hand, the
teachers whose students did agree that they transmitted the stated negative messages
may have not been aware of the hidden curriculum and its positive and negative
impacts. Furthermore, these teachers may have transmitted such negative messages
intentionally. Additionally, these results may indicate that some students were more
conscious of the fact that their Islamic education teachers transmitted the stated
negative messages to them while teaching them. In contrast, some students were
unconscious of the transmission of these negative messages to them by their Islamic
education teachers.
Research Questions 1 – 3
Since the findings show that most students’ responses were similar, the
discussion of the first, second and third questions was completed based on the four
subscales to avoid repeating the discussion of particular findings of the study. The
questionnaire was divided into four subscales: The Objectives, The Subject-Matter,
The Learning Experiences and The Evaluation.
Question number one was, “What are the most frequently mentioned negative
messages used by the Islamic education teachers?” Question number two was, “What
are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the Islamic education
teachers from the male students' perspectives?” Question number three was, “What
are the most frequently mentioned negative messages used by the Islamic education
teachers from the female students' perspectives?”
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Subscale One: The Objectives
Message number 5, which states, “The Islamic education teacher was not
susceptible to any opinions or perspectives that are different to her/ his” received the
highest negative message ratings on all students’ overall responses, with a mean of
2.32 and standard deviation of 1.30. Male students majoring in Science received
ratings with a mean of 2.34 and standard deviation of 1.28. Male students majoring in
Liberal Arts received ratings with a mean of 2.35 and standard deviation of 1.2.
Female students with a Science major received ratings with a mean of 2.38 and
standard deviation of 1.42. Females with Liberal Arts major received ratings with a
mean of 2.17 and standard deviation of 1.34.
The findings indicate that female and male students believed that their Islamic
education teachers were susceptible to any opinions or perspectives that were
different than theirs. The researcher believes that the responses might have stemmed
from the probability that the teachers did not allow their students to even state their
opinions, or it may be because the Islamic education teachers were more openminded toward accepting other opinions. Moreover, the responses may indicate that
the students believed that what their Islamic education teachers have taught them
were absolute facts because the subject matter of all Islamic education courses was
encompassed by the Islamic religion. Accordingly, every single female and male
Muslim has to unquestionably submit to these facts, and they would commit sin if
they simply attempted to discuss or dispute any related issues and ideas.
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Message number 2, which states, “The Islamic education teacher criticized all
Islamic sects and all ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in
accordance with her/ his own beliefs” received the second highest negative message
rating in all students’ responses with a mean of 2.18 and standard deviation of 1.30.
Male students with a Science major scored a mean of 2.3 and standard deviation of
1.22; female students with Liberal Arts major received ratings with a mean of 2.16
and standard deviation of 1.27. The researcher believes that these results show that
the Islamic education teachers were not indifferent toward criticizing and declaring
their opposition to any counter opinions that were not in accordance with their own
beliefs. Moreover, the Islamic education teachers were open-minded in accordance to
the open mindedness which the whole society has adopted, or probably succumbed to,
mainly because of the global media such as the Internet and satellite television that
present to the public some Islamic scholars who live outside Saudi Arabia.
However, for female students with a Science major, the negative message
number 6, which states, “The Islamic education teacher would not give us the
opportunity to have a discussion in the classroom” received the second highest
ratings, with a mean of 2.24 and standard deviation of 1.45.
The results show that the female students with a Science major disagreed that
their Islamic education teachers transmitted this negative message to them. In
addition, the results show that the Islamic education teachers gave their students the
opportunities to discus issues in the classrooms. The researcher believes that the
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Islamic education teachers are more aware of what is stated in the Saudi Education
Policy in specifying the objectives of Islam. (Ministry of Education, 1980).
Message number 1, which states, “The Islamic education teacher gave me the
impression that merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as a
Muslim” received the lowest negative message ratings by male students with a
Science major, with a mean of 1.72 and standard deviation of 0.94. With male Liberal
Arts majors, the message received a rating of a mean of 1.77 and standard deviation
of .95. These findings indicate that the Islamic education teachers did not imply to
their students that merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten their identities.
The researcher believes that this tolerance was because non-Muslims in Saudi Arabia
are few and the chance of meeting non-Muslim people is very rare, especially in the
two holy cities of Makkah-Almukaramah and Al-Madinah Al-Monwwarah, where
there is absolutely no chance of finding non-Muslims there. Therefore, these
secondary school students may not meet any non-Muslims unless they travel outside
the country. Subsequently, this message was not considered a big concern to the
Islamic education teachers; consequently, they did not transmit such a message. In
other words, the Islamic education teacher may have thought that there was no need
to transmit such a negative message.
Moreover, the researcher believes that the Islamic education teachers may
have been more aware that one of the Saudi Education Policy objectives is furnishing
the students with at least one of the living languages, in addition to their native
language, to enable them to acquire knowledge, arts, and useful inventions, transfer
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our knowledge and sciences to other communities, and participate in the spreading of
Islam and serving humanity (Ministry of Education, 1980); this is an objective needed
to achieve the purpose of education.. However, message number 3, which states,
“The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education textbooks subjects that
conflicted with her/ his own ideology” received the lowest ratings in the female
students’ responses with a Science major, with a mean of 1.76 and standard deviation
of 0.92, and with females with Liberal Arts major with a mean of 1.76 and standard
deviation of 1.05.
As an Islamic education teacher, the researcher believes that the results
indicate that the Islamic education teachers were following exactly what was in the
textbooks, no matter whether these textbooks contradicted their beliefs or not.
Textbooks assigned by all K-12 curricula are centrally published and distributed by
the Ministry of Education, which means that every single student in the country
studies the same textbook. Therefore, Islamic education teachers showed a lot of
hesitation in putting forward their opinions that go in contrast to the contents and
contexts embodied in these formal textbooks. Some teachers would not even attempt
to critique, let alone criticize, these books to avoid putting themselves opposite to the
“untouchable” Educational policy.
Subscale Two: The Subject-Matter
Message number 9, which states, “The Islamic education teacher let her/ his
students believe that the Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society” was the
negative message that received the highest negative message in ratings from male
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students with a Science major, with a mean of 2.84 and standard deviation of 1.31,
and those with Liberal Arts major, with a mean of 2.87 and standard deviation of
1.37. Female students with a Science major received a rating with a mean of 3.11 and
standard deviation of 1.33, and females with Liberal Arts major with a mean of 3.48
and standard deviation of 1.35. These findings show that some students agreed that
they received such a negative message from their Islamic education teachers, but
other students disagreed that they had. Also, these results indicated that teachers may
intend to send this negative message; nevertheless, some of the students did not get it.
As an Islamic education teacher, the researcher believes that these findings
reflect the Islamic education teachers’ beliefs that the Saudi society was the absolute
most Islamic society. Neither the Saudi Education Policy handbook, nor any K-12
curricula include a statement carrying this message. This finding is consistent with
Al-Muzaini’s (2004) opinion that teachers spent the entire class period delivering
their personal opinions and thoughts, which are usually unrelated to the course
objectives and contents. Then, these teachers would conclude their classes with an
apology to their students for “getting off the subject,” but that these issues are more
important to know and explore to better understand the workings of the society.
Those teachers who believed that the Saudi society is the absolute most Islamic
society and, thus, transmitted this message to their students, may be influenced by
certain factors such as the fact that Saudi Arabia was the land where Prophet
Mohammed (Peace and blessing be upon him) came from and where the Holy Quraan
was revealed to him, the existence of the Holy city to which all Muslims around the
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world are commanded to travel for pilgrimage, and the fact that, when non-Saudi
Muslims visit Saudi Arabia, they usually praise the Saudi people in terms of the way
of practicing Islam. All these factors may leave a strong feeling that the Saudi society
is the absolute most Islamic society. However, some reformers and scholars in Saudi
Arabia, like Al-Odah (2008), criticize Saudi people who keep repeating, through the
media, that their society is the most absolute Islamic society and their creed and
beliefs correspond more fully to the Islamic teachings than the others.
Message number 10, which states “The Islamic education teacher let her/his
students believe that Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar anywhere in the Islamic world” received the
second most frequently mentioned negative message in ratings by male students with
Liberal Arts major, with a mean of 2.5 and standard deviation of 1.29; by female
students with a Science major, with a mean of 2.79 and standard deviation of 1.4; and
by females with Liberal Arts major, with a mean of 2.35 and standard deviation of
1.42. The researcher believes that this message received the second lowest in ranking
because the Saudi society became more open to others as a result of the globalized
media presentation of some Islamic scholars around the world who have good
knowledge about the religion and its teachings.
However, for male students with a Science major, message number 11 which
states, “The Islamic education teacher let her/ his students believe that the Islamic
conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society were the appropriate standards
with which other Islamic societies’ conduct and tradition should be evaluated”
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received the second most frequently mentioned negative message in the ratings with a
mean of 2.76 and standard deviation of 1.21. The result showed the male students
disagreed that their Islamic education teachers transmitted this message. This result
may have occurred because the Islamic education teachers believe that the Saudi
society has changed and what were considered Islamic characteristics of Saudi
society did not exist anymore. Stricter laws were loosened resulting in the merging of
the General Presidency of Girls with the Ministry of Education (which governed male
students only) to become the Ministry of Education (Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia,
2002). The Saudi society accepted huge changes, such as allowing satellite television
with all kinds of international broadcasting, and allowing women to work at stores
which carried women’s apparel. These were matters that, just a few years ago, were
taboo even to propose doing.
Message number 8 which states, “The Islamic education teacher rejected the
importance of some of the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any
religious value that would affect my morality” received the lowest negative message
ratings by male students with a Science major, with a mean of 2.76 and standard
deviation of 1.21, and those with Liberal Arts major with a mean of 2.05 and standard
deviation of 1.24. The findings show that the female students with a Science major
believed that their Islamic education teachers did not transmit this negative message.
This may be because these students majored in Science, which means this message
was not accepted by them. Moreover, the government showed a tendency in the last
ten years to emphasize the scientific field more than, for instance, the humanities. The
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King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) is obvious evidence
of the government’s trend towards focusing on science.
While message number 14, which states, “The Islamic education teacher
ignored some of the subjects in the textbook which were not in accordance with her/
his own beliefs” received the lowest negative message ratings by those female
students with a Science major with a mean of 2.00 and standard deviation of 1.04, and
those with Liberal Arts major with a mean of 1.81 and standard deviation of 1.01.
The results show, based on the students’ responses, that the Islamic education
teachers did not ignore some of the subjects in the textbook which were not in
accordance with her/his own beliefs. The researcher believes that those teachers were
obligated to abide by the syllabus and teach all topics because the final examinations
for 12th grade in Saudi schools were centrally conducted by the Ministry of
Education. Therefore, the Islamic education teachers could not delete or ignore any
subject in the textbook, even if it is not to in accordance with her/ his own beliefs, as
it might be part of the final examination.
Subscale Three: The Learning Experiences
Message number 17, which states, “The Islamic education teacher taught more
through preaching and reminding rather than debate and discussion” received the
highest negative message ratings by male students with a Science major with a mean
of 3.09 and standard deviation of 1.56, and by female students with a Liberal Arts
major with a mean of 3.21 and standard deviation of 1.28. These results were neutral
(3-<4), which means that the Islamic education teachers may or may not teach
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through preaching and reminding more than debating and discussing. As an Islamic
education teacher, the researcher believes that some students were more conscious of
this message, thus they agreed that their Islamic education teachers transmitted this
message. In contrast, some of the students, although their teachers transmitted these
negative messages, were unconscious of this message and, therefore, did not receive
it. Or, it can simply be said that the teachers did not send such messages to their
students.
Based on the students who believed that their Islamic education teachers
taught them through preaching and reminding rather than debate and discussion, the
teachers taught this way because the education system in Saudi Arabia, in most
schools, still relies on the traditional approach which depends on the intronaite
(lecturing method) even in teaching science or mathematics. Al-Shaabi (2004)
declared that some teachers in Saudi Arabia who teach Science, English, and
Mathematics frequently convert their classes to preachy classes and spend the
majority of class time transmitting their religious opinions and beliefs to their
students. The probability of teaching this way in Islamic education courses is higher
than in teaching other courses because the nature of the Islamic education courses is
more theoretical than others. On the contrary, the students who believed that their
Islamic education teachers did not teach them through preaching or reminding rather
than debate and discussion arrived at that result probably because the content matter
is usually limited and short and the teachers were obliged to fill the remaining time in
the classroom by discussing and debating.
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However, message number 16, which states, “The Islamic education teacher
used only the lecture methodology, a linear way from teacher to student” received the
highest negative message ratings by male students with Liberal Arts major with a
mean of 2.65 and standard deviation of 1.44, and by female students with a Science
major with a mean of 3.09 and standard deviation of 1.56. The results indicate, based
on the students’ responses, that the Islamic education teachers did not use only the
lecture methodology while teaching, although the nature of Islamic education courses
is preachy and admonitory. The time that is assigned for each Islamic education
course is usually longer than the requirement; therefore, the Islamic education
teachers may be obliged to use different methods to fill the classroom period by using
different teaching styles.
Message number 18 which states, “The Islamic education teacher was kinder
and more pleasant to students who were involved in ‘Islamic awareness activity’
rather than to students who were not” received the second most frequently mentioned
negative message ratings by female students with a Liberal Arts major, with a mean
of 2.97 and standard deviation of 1.34. These findings show that some students
agreed that they received such a negative message from their Islamic education
teachers, but other students disagreed that they had. The students who agreed that
they received such a negative message from their Islamic education teachers
supported Al-Muzaini (2004), who gave numerous examples relating to how Saudi
teachers transmit “negative messages” through hidden curricula. One of these
examples is that teachers give their attention, praise and respect to those students
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whose personal appearance looks more conservative. These students who had this
appearance are usually registered in “Islamic awareness activity,” which exists at
each school as part of extracurricular activities.
Message number 23, which states, “The Islamic education teacher gave more
opportunities (in the classroom) to some students not to others because of their tribal
or family names and their township and social class” received the lowest negative
message ratings by male students with a Science major with a mean of 1.92 and
standard deviation of 1.22, and by female students with a Liberal Arts major with a
mean of 1.83 and standard deviation of 1.2. The results show that Islamic education
teachers did not transmit this negative message to their students. These findings
indicate that the Islamic education teachers were more aware of the necessity of
practicing the Islamic teachings, of which an essential concept of Islam is to strongly
reject racism and discrimination when acting with others or judging them.
Message number 21, which states “The Islamic education teacher considered
any form of extracurricular activities useless and ‘time wasting’ except activities
involving ‘Islamic awareness’” received the lowest negative message ratings by
female students with a Science major with a mean of 1.84 and standard deviation of
1.05. Message number 24 which states, “The Islamic education teacher considered
participation in ‘Islamic Awareness Activity’ more important than attending some
classes" received the lowest negative message ratings by male students with a Liberal
Arts major with a mean of 1.92 and standard deviation of 0.96. These findings from
these two negative messages indicate that Islamic education teachers had positive
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attitudes towards school activities other than Islamic awareness activities. Therefore,
they did not transmit such negative messages to their students. In addition, in
secondary schools there is a student activities course that is mandatory for each
student to attend. Thus, the Islamic education teachers had no choice but to
participate in it, even if it did not suit their attitudes or ideologies.
Subscale Four: The Evaluation
Message number 25, which states “The Islamic education teacher showed
more interest and offered more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative” was the message that received the highest negative ratings by male
students with a Science major with a mean of 2.7 and standard deviation of 1.4.
Females with a Science major responded with ratings of a mean of 2.91 and standard
deviation of 1.45; females with a Liberal Arts major had a mean of 3.00 and standard
deviation of 1.44. As mentioned before, these findings show that some students
agreed that they received such a negative message from their Islamic education
teachers, but other students disagreed.
The students who agreed that they received such a negative message from
their Islamic education teachers supported the claim of Al-Muzaini (2004), who gave
numerous examples relating to how Saudi teachers transmitted “negative messages”
through hidden curricula. One of these examples is that teachers give their attention,
praise, and respect to those students whose personal appearance may seem more
conservative. Moreover, in post 9/11 Saudi Arabia, people whose appearances were
more conservative started to lose respect within their own society because one vivid
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characteristic of the terrorists allegedly involved in 9/11 was their Islamic
conservative appearance.
While message number 28, which states “The Islamic education teacher
evaluated us on our abilities to memorize the content rather than on our
comprehension of the subject matter,” was the message that received the highest
negative message in ratings by male students with a Liberal Arts major with a mean
of 2.56 and standard deviation of 1.38. The results show that the students did not
agree that their Islamic education teachers transmitted this negative message. The
researcher believes that is because the Ministry of Education has started to resort to
critical and analytical queries in addition to rote-memory approaches, requiring
students to employ more thinking, understanding, comprehending, and analyzing as
they prepare for class and examination for all subjects, including Islamic education
courses, for students in the 12th grade (it is worth mentioning that final examinations
in 12th grade in Saudi secondary schools are centrally prepared and conducted by the
Ministry of Education).
Message number 27 which states, “The Islamic education teacher emphasized
by insinuation, verbal comments and facial expressions particular topics suggesting
that they are going to be included in exams” was the message that received the
second highest negative message in ratings by male students with a Liberal Arts
major with a mean of 2.53 and standard deviation of 1.18, and by female students
with a Liberal Arts major with a mean of 2.95 and standard deviation of 1.37. The
results show that students’ responses were close to the score 3 in the Likert scale
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which means some students did not agree that their Islamic education teachers
transmitted this negative message. On the other hand, some students agreed that their
Islamic education teachers transmitted this negative message. The result also show
that this negative message received the second highest message from the students’
perspectives whose major was in the Liberal Arts section.
The researcher believes that, in secondary schools in Saudi Arabia, the full
focus is on science and mathematics courses in the Science section, while the focus is
on Islamic education and Arabic courses in the Liberal Arts section. Therefore, the
Islamic education courses have more themes and subjects with more difficult details
in the Liberal Arts section than do the Islamic education courses in the Science
section. Thus, the Islamic education teachers in the Liberal Arts section transmitted
this message to simplify the tests of Islamic education courses to their students.
Message number 26, which states “The Islamic education teacher gave higher
grades to students carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities " received the lowest negative
message ratings by male students with a Science major with a mean of 1.92 and
standard deviation of 1.23, by male students with a Liberal Arts major with a mean of
1.98 and standard deviation of 1.06, by female students with a Science major with a
mean of 1.81 and standard deviation of 1.22, and by female students with a Liberal
Arts major with a mean of 2.00 and standard deviation of 1.23. The results show that
all female and male Islamic education teachers did not transmit this negative message
to their students. Findings indicated that the Islamic education teachers were more
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aware of the necessity of practicing the Islamic teachings, of which an essential
concept is to completely reject racism and discrimination when acting with others or
judging them.
Research Question 4
Research question four asked, “Are there differences in the students’
perspectives based on gender and majors?” A two-way anova (ANOVA) test was
conducted to determine if there was a significant difference between students’
perspectives based on gender and majors. In all statistical tests, the alpha level of .05
(α = .05) was used. The test shows there was no statistically significant difference
between all students’ responses based on their gender and major. F (1,325) =0.432, P
=0.512. This may be because, in Saudi Arabia, the textbooks (textbooks for females
and textbooks for males) assigned for all K-12 curricula are centrally published and
distributed by the Ministry of Education, which means that every single student in the
country studies the same textbooks as all the others. Moreover, the objectives of the
Islamic curricula in secondary schools in Saudi Arabia for both female and male
students are the same, which may lead all Islamic education teachers to follow the
same rules and play the same roles to achieve these objectives. In addition, there is
usually one Islamic education teacher teaching students of both majors, Science and
Liberal Arts, the Islamic education classes in each school. Therefore, their majors
were not a factor in students’ responses.
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There is a statistically significant difference between all students’ responses
based on their gender and major in terms of the second subscale “The SubjectMatter” F (1,325) = 4.893, P =0.028.
The chart in Figure 5 shows there are differences between the responses of the
females with a Liberal Arts major (M= 2.66) and the males with a Liberal Arts major
(M=2.33). However, the chart shows that there are no difference between female
students with a Science major (M =2.40) and male students with a Science major
(M=2. 47). This may be because, in secondary schools in Saudi Arabia, the focus is
on science and mathematics courses in the Science section, while the focus is on the
Islamic education and Arabic courses in Liberal Arts section. So, the Islamic
education teachers may interact more comprehensively with Liberal Arts majors than
they do with Science majors. Thus, the chance of transmitting negative messages
from teachers to students may differ between the two groups.
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Implications
The results of this study provide valuable insights into students’ perspectives
on the extent to which female and male Islamic education teachers transmit the
negative messages at hand as a hidden curriculum while teaching their 12th grade
students in secondary schools in Saudi Arabia. This information may be used by the
Ministry of Education to overcome transmitting such negative messages to the
students by conducting workshops for all teachers throughout the school districts in
Saudi Arabia. Workshops should focus on the hidden curriculum theme as a main
theme in at least one of the curriculum and instruction courses to provide the preservice teachers with full knowledge about the concepts of hidden curricula and the
significance of its negative and positive impacts.
Moreover, The Ministry of Education could utilize this study by cooperating
with Saudi universities, especially in their schools of education, to set up a course or
practicum pertaining to the theme of the hidden curriculum. Teacher-training students
and pre-service teachers need to receive proper knowledge of the concepts of the
hidden curriculum and the significance of its negative and positive impacts.
Recommendations and Suggestions
Based on the findings of this study and on personal experience, the following
recommendations and suggestions for future research are made:
The Educational Supervision Department and the general Curricula
Department in the Ministry of Education should cooperate and work together to
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conduct workshops focusing on all aspects of the hidden curriculum and the
significance of its negative and positive impacts.
This study provided the participants with particular negative messages to
choose from, and that often leaves other negative messages out. Therefore, qualitative
studies are encouraged to investigate what negative messages the teachers transmit to
their students.
This study explored the extent to which the Islamic education teachers
transmitted the mentioned negative messages to their students using the hidden
curriculum. Therefore, it is recommended to extend such study to scrutinize teachers
in different majors such as Social Studies, English, Arabic Language, Science …etc.
It is recommended that this study be repeated and applied to secondary
schools in Saudi Arabia to investigate students’ perspectives on the extent to which
the Islamic education teachers transmit negative messages to their students.
It is recommended that this study be reapplied in other specialized secondary
schools in Saudi Arabia, such as The Memorization of The Holy Qur’an schools, the
private schools, and the international schools to investigate students’ perspectives on
the extent to which the Islamic education teachers transmit negative messages to their
students.
It is recommended that studies be conducted analyzing the prescribed
textbooks of each grade to see to what extent these textbook imply a hidden
curriculum.
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Universities and schools of education in Saudi Arabia should include in their
programs a course or a section that provides the pre-service teachers the identification
of the conceptual elements curriculum and the positive and negative impacts of the
hidden curriculum.
This study focused on the Islamic education teachers in 12th grade in Saudi
Arabia. Further studies focusing on other majors and other school grade levels are
highly recommended to investigate to what extent the teachers who teach other
majors transmit negative messages to their students.
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to explore the students’ perspectives on the
extent to which female and male Islamic education teachers are transmitting the
mentioned negative messages as a hidden curriculum while teaching their 12th grade
students in secondary schools in Saudi Arabia. The results of the study showed, in
general, that the 12th grade female and male students in both majors (Science and
Liberal Arts) did not agree that their Islamic education teachers transmitted the
mentioned negative message to them while they were teaching them the Islamic
education courses. However, the results showed that there was no negative message
that all students disagreed that their Islamic education teachers transmitted to them.
This result may reflect that all negative messages were transmitted to some students
in some cases, which means that the impact of these negative messages on the
students who received them should be taken into consideration.
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The researcher believes that it is probably that the results could be explained
by the fact that the Islamic education teachers have more knowledge of Islamic
teachings than teachers of other majors. In other words, the mentioned negative
messages may be transmitted by teachers who taught other subjects and who were
more eager and enthusiastic to convince their students of these messages, with a
rationale -- because of the lack of Islamic knowledge -- that this was the way of
supporting Islam.
This study found that there was no statistically significant difference between
all students’ responses based on their gender and major. F (1,325) =0.432, P =0.512.
There was a statistically significant difference between all students’ responses based
on their gender and major in terms of the second subscale “The Subject-Matter. F
(1,325) = 4.893, P =0.028. There was a significant difference in the female students’
responses in terms of the second subscale, “The Subject-Matter,” based on their
majors. F (1,136) = 4.757, P =0.031. The outcomes of this study support the need of
more studies focusing on the concepts of the hidden curriculum and the significance
of its negative and positive impacts.
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The Questionnaire

Please rate each item according to your perspectives about the extent Islamic
education teachers are transmitting negative messages while teaching the 12th grade's
Islamic education courses.
1= Strongly disagree. 2= Disagree. 3=Neutral. 4= Agree. 5= Strongly agree.

A:

please circle your major

B:

Please circle your response.

1. Science

2. Liberal Arts

I. Objectives
1

2

3

4

5 1. The Islamic education teacher gave me the impression that
merely talking with non-Muslims would threaten my identity as
a Muslim.

1

2

3

4

5 2. The Islamic education teacher criticized all Islamic sects and
all ideologies in the Saudi society and which were not in
accordance with his own beliefs.

1

2

3

4

5 3. The Islamic education teacher criticized Islamic education
textbooks subjects that conflicted with his own ideology.

1

2

3

4

5 4. The Islamic education teacher believed that the Saudi society
was not fully abiding by Islamic commands.

1

2

3

4

5 5. The Islamic education teacher was not susceptible to any
opinions or perspectives that are different to his.

1

2

3

4

5 6. The Islamic education teacher would not give us the
opportunity to have a discussion in the classroom.
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1

2

3

4

5 7. The Islamic education teacher tried to persuade all high
school graduating students to major only in Islamic studies.
II. Subject-Matter (Content )

1

2

3

4

5 8. The Islamic education teacher rejected the importance of
some of the science subjects claiming that they did not hold any
religious value that would affect my morality.

1

2

3

4

5 9. The Islamic education teacher let his students believe that the
Saudi society was the absolute most Islamic society.

1

2

3

4

5 10. The Islamic education teacher let his students believe that
Saudi Islamic scholars were more knowledgeable about the
religion than any other Islamic scholar any where in the Islamic
world.

1

2

3

4

5 11. The Islamic education teacher let his students believe that
the Islamic conduct and tradition followed in the Saudi society
were the appropriate standards with which other Islamic
societies’ conduct and tradition should be evaluated.

1

2

3

4

5 12. The Islamic education teacher gave us additional information
that was irrelative to the topic at hand using audio tapes,
pamphlets and other media.

1

2

3

4

5 13. The Islamic education teacher encouraged me to accept his
opinions even if they contradicted the textbook.
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1

2

3

4

5 14. The Islamic education teacher ignored some of the subjects
in the textbook which were not in accordance with his own
beliefs.
III. Learning experiences
A. Teaching methods

1

2

3

4

5 15. The Islamic education teacher did not use educational
technology aids such as VCR, overhead projector, computer, etc
because of their unimportance to him.

1

2

3

4

5 16. The Islamic education teacher used only the lecture
methodology, a linear way from teacher to student.

1

2

3

4

5 17. The Islamic education teacher taught more through
preaching and reminding rather than debate and discussion.

1

2

3

4

5 18. The Islamic education teacher was kinder and more pleasant
to students who were involved in “Islamic awareness activity”
rather than to students who were not.

1

2

3

4

5 19. The Islamic education teacher did not allow students to offer
their opinions.

1

2

3

4

5 20. The Islamic education teacher was annoyed at students who
disagreed with his opinions.
III. Learning experiences
B. Activities

1

2

3

4

5 21. The Islamic education teacher considered any form of
extracurricular activities useless and "time wasting" except
activities involving “Islamic awareness.”
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1

2

3

4

5 22. The Islamic education teacher favored only extracurricular
activities that were “Islamic awareness activity”.

1

2

3

4

5 23. The Islamic education teacher gave more opportunities (in
the classroom) to some students not to others because of their
tribal or family names and their township and social class.

1

2

3

4

5 24. The Islamic education teacher considered participation in
“Islamic Awareness Activity” more important than attending
some classes.
IV. Evaluation

1

2

3

4

5 25. The Islamic education teacher showed more interest and
offered more praise to students whose appearance looked more
conservative.

1

2

3

4

5 26. The Islamic education teacher gave higher grades to students
carrying certain tribal and family names or township and social
class, evaluating less their knowledge and abilities.

1

2

3

4

5 27. The Islamic education teacher emphasized by insinuation,
verbal comments and facial expressions particular topics
suggesting that they are going to be included in exams.

1

2

3

4

5 28. The Islamic education teacher evaluated us on our abilities to
memorize the content rather than on our comprehension of the
subject matter.

1

2

3

4

5 29. The Islamic education teacher was very tolerant when
evaluated his students which makes all students guarantee
passing his class without working hard.
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أ ا
ام  ور

ا وآ

أ  ا"# /ا(' &ل ا""# $ام  ,-& $-آ س  *+آ س أ+.م 
&3اء  01ا"آ+راة  :ا 9ه 7و6ق ا"ر+9, 4ان )و&@ت ? اب وا#ت
 :ا BCAا #ا  ,- /+ ,- @Aت ا ا : -AEا  ا: + D
ا+,د آ  ، ( F 7@9و ".و N O.ا*ر +Mا+ ًCن  9 $ Kا"راI ، Aا
أر& N9- +ا,ون  P#,ا*#Aن ا  ،(Word) Q- : ':وذ+   Nا O- ':و&@
?ك .وإر @Aآ  V (Word ) Qا:B E
salam@ku.edu
أو agdasalam@hotmail.com
 ً [ن  ت ا"را Aه YZاض ا 01#ا ، ]^: ,و AاF1ظ  ،@A Vو*
  N9-آ ا N Aأو  M -إ_ ،Nآا , $ Nو .N

إ"اد"# :ا(' "#ام

إ_اف :دPhil McKnight .
of Kansas

University

ا*#Aن )#ت(
و&@ت ? اب وا#ت  :ا BCAا #ا  ,- /+ ,- @Aت ا
ا-AE
 :ا  ا : + Dا+,د آ F 7@9
ا^ اZول-+,- :ت -
ا&ء  ""1ا( : abا  ا  + Dا .دا Bا^) $A+
,#6 - 1

(

_ – 2

ا^ ا^: : Dات ا*#Aن
 $- + f-   :ا^Fات  ،أر&. +اء@   $,وا @ &Eوذ OK+ NداCة +eل
ا .ا  $- A9و&@ ?ك "e- :ى e.م  e ,-ا eا3 -eAEرeAل ه hIeاBCeA
ا #أ9iء "ر@ +-اد ا ا Qb -AEا 0Dا+ Dي.
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ا&ء و OKا .اIي ى أ   O- A9و&@ ?ك
أو* :اZه"اف
أوا"M ':ة
5

* أوا"M ':ة
* أوا':
"1أوا':
1
2
3
4
 + .1ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' &%ر  #أن  د ا ث   ا   ا
 # %ا.+,-.
 + .2ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' <; ا:اه 9ا +,-.وا) 7ه)ت ا + 34ا%2%دة #0
ا%د  +و ا30  =>) 7 #ه).
 + .3ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' <; )?%@%ت آ 9ا +/ا +,-.ا;رة وا#
 B)Cا )ه) ا34ي.
 + .4ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' ى أن ا  ا%دي  ? /اF7ام D))/
ا.+3)/ +,-7
 + .5ا +/ا +,-.آ)('  N;7اKراء ا )Lة Kرا )Jو( )Iا.+&CH
 + .6ا +/ا +,-.آ)('  +R0 )<S 7ا<) +HQدا NPا.N&4
 + .7ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' )ول إ)<Qع ا))Sت )  #0 W&C)/ل ا را)-ت
ا +,-.دون ه)  ا)&&Cت ?< اCج  ا + %()Xا).+

 :ً iاب ا ^ر
أوا"M ':ة
5

* أوا"M ':ة
* أوا':
"1أوا':
1
2
3
4
 + .8ا +/ا +,-.آ)('  7ى أه \/ +ا%اد ا)?)/ +ر أ() %اد [ )
أ] د <%- #0 ]^ #آ).#
 + .9ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' &%ر ))Sت a/ن ا  ا%دي ه %أ  N`0
إ =? #,-ا,c.ق.
 + .10ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' &%ر ))Sت a/ن ?)ء ا + Hا%د    DاD
ا #?Hأآ  ) Xى ه)?  Dء ا #0 + Hدول ا) Dا.#,-.
 + .11ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' &%ر ))Sت أن ا)دات وا;) ا +,-.ا)ر+-
 #0ا  ا%دي ه #ا)ر  ى %ا)? +;0دات و;) ا )ت ا +,-.اPdى
.+ H
 + .12ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' Fود()  \/ا)?%@%ت ا+R ) ' #
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)?%@%/ت ا;ر ) ,Pل ا +c>dا +وا) %Sت و(%ه)(.
 + .13ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' )ول إg N;/ #?)<Qرا) % =f )Jر@'  ) ه%
%2%د  #0ا)3ب ا;ر.
 + .14ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' ُ \/ N4Lا)?%@%ت ا%2%دة  #0ا)3ب ا;ر
اg B)C #راءه).

 :ًDiا  ,ا6)  ,ق ا"ر(4
أوا"M ':ة
5

* أوا"M ':ة
* أوا':
"1أوا':
1
2
3
4
 + .15ا +/ا +,-.آ)('  C 7م ا NJ)-%ا NX) +ا ،% 4ا7و0ه
%/ر%32ر ،ا  ( . .%3م a/ )?)<Qه).
 + .16ا +/ا +,-.آ)('    #0ر ) ?=  +; cا)@ة )ا);.ء( l;0
دون ه)  اSق.
 + .17ا +/ا +,-.آ)('  Cم أ%-ب ا m?%وا:آ أآ  Xأ%-ب ا%ار
وا<) +HQأ]<)ء ا ر [.
 + .18ا +/ا +,-.آ)('   )) #0 +4Sا))Sت ا)Hرآ)ت )H( #0ط
ا +?%ا +,-.دون ه  ا))Sت.
 + .19ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' ))S o 7ت  /p/اء gرا.J
 + .20ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' `)   qا))Sت اg 4)C #,راءه).

 :ًDiا  ,ا)  ,ا( M Z
أوا"M ':ة
5

* أوا"M ':ة
* أوا':
"1أوا':
1
2
3
4
 + .21ا +/ا +,-.آ)('  أي ()Hط ? ا ()Hط ا +?%ا4  +,-.
و`.'Q% +
 + .22ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' )H( N`4ط ا +?%ا l;0 +,-.دون   rا+SH(d
 + .23ا +/ا +,-.آ)('  \/ #Sا))Sت  )R0أآ  Xه  -داNP
ا [4() ( 9/ -N&4ا; -+ا) -+Jا < ( +أو%اه ا.#?)27
 + .24ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' ى أن ا)Hرآ)H( #0 +ط ا +?%ا +,-.أه D
%`fر  \/ا روس  #0ا.N&4

را :,ا^+
أوا"M ':ة
5

أوا':
4

"13
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* أوا':
2

* أوا"M ':ة
1

 + .25ا +/ا +,-.آ)('  ي اه)) و ]<)ء و; ا ))Sت ا   #,أآX
اFا)  I)/ا #,-.دون ه  ا))Sت.
 + .26ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' ا? #0 #ا; D %ا< [4() 9ا; -+ا) -+Jا <( +
وا%ى ا #?)27أآ  Xا +0وا; رات  ى ا))Sت.
 + .27ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن  Cم ا) .ءات أو ا;)ت ا +I4أو ات اt2%
أ]<)ء  ر [  \/ا)?%@%ت < =? tا +)fوروده)  #0ا)P7رات.
 + .28ا +/ا +,-.آ)('   Q =? )< %; #0را<) ?= )?%@% m4fت
ا;ر أآ  Xا)?7د ?=  ى  r: )<0ا)?%@%ت.
 + .29ا +/ا +,-.آ)(' )ه D; #0 Nا))Sت  #0ا%اد ا  #ر )-إ=
در)@ +2ن ا< )ح  #0ه r:ا%اد دون :/ل أد(= . 2
_ا &, $ V nو  .
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أ ا
ام  ور

ا وآ

أ  ا"# /ا(' &ل ا""# $ام  ,-& $-آ س  *+آ س أ+.م 
&3اء  01ا"آ+راة  :ا 9ه 7و6ق ا"ر+9, 4ان )و&@ت ? اب وا#ت
 :ا BCAا #ا  ,- /+ ,- @Aت ا ا : -AEا  ا: + D
ا+,د آ  ، ( F 7@9و ".و N O.ا*ر +Mا+ ًCن  9 $ Kا"راI ، Aا
أر& N9- +ا,ون  P#,ا*#Aن ا  ،(Word) Q- : ':وذ+   Nا O- ':و&@
?ك .وإر @Aآ  V (Word ) Qا:B E
salam@ku.edu
أو agdasalam@hotmail.com
 ً [ن  ت ا"را Aه YZاض ا 01#ا ، ]^: ,و AاF1ظ  ،@A Vو*
  N9-آ ا N Aأو  M -إ_ ،Nآا , $ Nو .N

إ"eاد"e# :ا(' "#اeم

إ_eاف :د.

Phil McKnight

University

of Kansas
ا*#Aن )ب(
و&@ت ? اب وا#ت  :ا BCAا #ا  ,- /+ ,- @Aت ا
ا-AE
 :ا  ا : + Dا+,د آ F 7@9
ا^ اZول-+,- :ت -
ا&ء  ""1ا( : abا  ا  + Dا .دا Bا^) $A+
,#6 - 1

(

_ – 2

ا^ ا^: : Dات ا*#Aن
 $- + f-   :ا^Fات  ،أر&. +اء@   $,وا @ &Eوذ OK+ NداCة +eل
ا .ا  $- A9و&@e? eك "e- e:ى e.م  e,-ا eا3 -eAEرeAل ه hIeاBCeA
ا #أ9iء "ر +-اد ا ا Qb -AEا 0Dا+ Dي.
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ا&ء و OKا .اIي ى أ   O- A9و&@ ?ك
أو* :اZه"اف
أوا"M ':ة
5

* أوا"M ':ة
* أوا':
"1أوا':
1
2
3
4
 D .1ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن &%ر  #أن  د ا ث   ا   ا # %
ا.+,-.
 D .2ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن <; ا:اه 9ا +,-.وا) 7ه)ت ا + 34ا%2%دة  #0ا%د  +و
ا.r30  =>) 7 #
 D .3ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن <; )?%@%ت آ 9ا +/ا +,-.ا;رة وا B)C #ا )هt
ا34ي.
 D .4ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن ى أن ا  ا%دي  ? /اF7ام  D))/ا.+3)/ +,-.
 D .5ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن  N; 7اKراء ا )Lة Kرا tJو( tIا.+&CH
 D .6ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن  +R0 )<S 7ا<) +HQدا NPا.N&4
 D .7ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن )ول إ)<Qع ا,Sب )  #0 W&C)/ل ا را)-ت ا +,-.دون
ه)  ا)&&Cت ?< اCج  ا + %()Xا).+

 : iاب ا ^ر
أوا"M ':ة
5

* أوا"M ':ة
* أوا':
"1أوا':
1
2
3
4
 D .8ا +/ا +,-7آ)ن  7ى أه \/ +ا%اد ا)?)/ +ر ا() %اد [ ) أ] د <#
^] %- #0آ).#
 D .9ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن &%ر ,Sب a/ن ا  ا%دي ه %أ   N`0إ=? #,-
ا,c.ق.
 D .10ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن &%ر ,Sب a/ن ?)ء ا + Hا%د    Dا Dا#?H
أآ  ) Xى ه)?  Dء ا #0 + Hدول ا) Dا.#,-.
 D .11ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن &%ر ,Sب أن ا)دات وا;) ا +,-.ا)ر #0 +-ا 
ا%دي ه #ا)ر  ى %ا)? +;0دات و;) ا )ت ا +,-.اPdى .+ H
 D .12ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن Fود()  \/ا)?%@%ت ا)?%@%/ +R ) ' #ت
ا;ر ) ,Pل ا +c>dا +وا) %Sت و(%ه)(.
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 D .13ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن )ول إg N;/ #?)<Qرا) % =f tJر@'  ) ه%2% %د #0
ا)3ب ا;ر.
 D .14ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن ُ \/ N4Lا)?%@%ت ا%2%دة  #0ا)3ب ا;ر اB)C #
gراء.r

 :ًDiا  ,ا6)  ,ق ا"ر(4
أوا"M ':ة
5

* أوا"M ':ة
* أوا':
"1أوا':
1
2
3
4
 D .15ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن  C 7م ا NJ)-%ا NX) +ا ،% 4ا7و0ه %/ر%32ر،
ا  ( . .%3م a/ t?)<Qه).
 D .16ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن    #0ر  +; c =? tا)@ة )ا);.ء(  l;0دون ه)
 اSق.
 D .17ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن  Cم أ%-ب ا m?%وا:آ أآ  Xأ%-ب ا%ار وا<)+HQ
أ]<)ء ا ر [.
 D .18ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن   t) #0 )4Sا,Sب ا)Hرآ )H( #0ط ا +?%ا+,-7
دون ه  Dا,Sب.
 D .19ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن ,S o 7ب  /p/اء gرا.DJ
 D .20ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن `)   qا,Sب ا%4)C  :ن gراء.r

 :ًDiا  ,ا)  ,ا( M Z
أوا"M ':ة
5

* أوا"M ':ة
* أوا':
"1أوا':
1
2
3
4
 D .21ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن  أي ()Hط ? ا ()Hط ا +?%ا 4  +,-.و`+
.'Q%
 D .22ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن )H( N`4ط ا +?%ا l;0 +,-.دون   rا.+SH(d
 D .23ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن  \/ #Sا,Sب  )R0أآ  Xه - Dدا NPا9/ -N&4
( [4() Dا; -+ا) -+Jا < ( +أو%اه Dا..#?)27
 D .24ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن ى أن ا)Hرآ)H( #0 +ط ا +?%ا +,-.أه%`f  Dر \/
ا روس  #0ا.N&4

را :,ا^+
أوا"M ':ة
5

"13

أوا':
4
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* أوا':
2

* أوا"M ':ة
1

 D .25ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن  ي اه)) و ]<)ء و; ا ,Sب ا   :ون أآ XاFا)
 I)/ا #,-.دون ه  Dا,Sب.
 D .26ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن ا? #0 #ا; D %ا< [4() 9ا; -+ا) -+Jا < ( +وا%ى
ا #?)27أآ  Xا +0وا; رات  ى ا,Sب .
 D .27ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن  Cم ا) .ءات أو ا;)ت ا +I4أو ات ا t2%أ]<)ء  ر [
 \/ا)?%@%ت < =? tا +)fوروده)  #0ا)P7رات.
 D .28ا +/ا +,-.آ)ن   Q =? )< %; #0را<) ?= )?%@% m4fت ا;ر أآ X
ا)?7د ?=  ى  r: )<0ا)?%@%ت.
 D .29ا +/ا +,-7آ)ن )ه D; #0 Nا,Sب  #0ا%اد ا #ر )-إ= در)@ +2ن
ا< )ح  #0ه r:ا%اد دون :/ل أد(= . 2
_ا &, $ V nو  .
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Appendix D
The approval of conducting the study from
The Human Subjects Committee Lawrence Campus (HSCL), University of Kansas
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Approved by the Human Subjects Committee Lawrence Campus, University of Kansas. Approval
expires one year from

HSCL #17057
SAUDI STUDENTS' PERSPECTIVES ON THEIR TEACHERS'
TRANSMITION OF NEGATIVE MESSAGES: A HIDDEN CURRICULUM

CONSENT STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION
The Department of Curriculum & Teaching at the University of Kansas supports the
practice of protection for human subjects participating in research. The following
information is provided for you to decide whether you wish to participate in the
present study. You may refuse to sign this form and not participate in this study. You
should be aware that even if you agree to participate, you are free to withdraw at any
time. If you do withdraw from this study, it will not affect your relationship with this
unit, the services it may provide to you, or the University of Kansas.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
This study will focus on a specific group of Saudi Arabian students in order to
investigate to what extent negative messages are transmitted in the course of informal
or hidden curricula in Islamic education. Specifically, are Islamic education teachers
using negative messages (hidden curricula) in the course of teaching formal Islamic
curricula?
PROCEDURES
You will be asked to answer to the first part of the questionnaire which contains the
demographic information. Then you will be asked to rate each item according to your
perspectives about the extent Islamic education teachers are transmitting negative
messages while teaching the 12th grade's Islamic education courses.
1= Strongly disagree. 2= Disagree. 3=Neutral. 4= Agree. 5= Strongly agree.
RISKS
This study based on answering to the items of the questionnaire thus there will be no
harm or risks are anticipated in participation.
BENEFITS
In this study there are no clear benefits anticipated to the participants
PAYMENT TO PARTICIPANTS
In this study will not be paid to the participants
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PARTICIPANT CONFIDENTIALITY
Your name will not be associated in any way with the information collected about
you or with the research findings from this study. Permission granted on this date to
use and disclose your information remains in effect indefinitely. By completing this
survey you give permission for the use and disclosure of your information for the
purposes of this study at any time in the future. In this study, there is no expiration
date.
PARTICIPANT CERTIFICATION
I have read this Consent and Authorization form. I have had the opportunity to ask,
and I have received answers to, any questions I had regarding the study. I understand
that if I have any additional questions about my rights as a research participant, I may
call (785) 864-7429 or (785) 864-7385 or write the Human Subjects Committee
Lawrence Campus (HSCL), University of Kansas, 2385 Irving Hill Road, Lawrence,
Kansas 66045-7563, email dhann@ku.edu or mdenning@ku.edu.
Completion of the survey indicates your willingness to participate in this project
and that you are at least eighteen years old.
Researcher Contact Information:
Phil McKnight Ph.D
Professor
Curriculum and Teaching Dept.
1122W. Campus Rd.
Joseph R. Pearson Hall, Room 441
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045
(785) 864-9679

Abdulkhliq abdulslalm
Graduate student
Curriculum and Teaching Dept.
1742 Anna Drive. apt. 11
Lawrence, KS 66044
(785) 691- 9170
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Appendix E
The approval translated in Arabic
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Approved by the Human Subjects Committee Lawrence Campus, University of
Kansas. Approval expires one year from 1/4/2008

HSCL #17057

ن#A* ا: رآM ل ا+#. ن
SAUDI STUDENTS' PERSPECTIVES ON THEIR TEACHERS' TRANSMITION OF
NEGATIVE MESSAGES: A HIDDEN CURRICULUM

: -AE ت ا ا,- /+ ,- @A  ا# اBCA ا: ت#و&@ت ? اب وا
F 7@9 د آ+, ا: + Dا  ا
"^
)تv% ا.+()v(.ث ا%v ا#v0 +)رآvH ا+v )f qvS D? v )سv() آ+v) / [  رvق اvc وw)هv< اDQ إن
 مv?ذج و%v<ا ا:v هvQ% \v0 ر#v0 +v  اNv) آyv .xا ا: ه#0 +)رآH ا#0 )رC اyJ)S?. y + ; +Kا
)v آ.'vQ أي و#v0 +)رآvH اv ()ب7 ا#0 )رC اy t(p0 +;0ا% ا+)f #0 t( آ) أ.+) ا+- ا را#0 +)رآHا
.)Q,cإ.y? )- ]^  ()ب7ا ا:أن ه
Aه"ف ا"را
)مvQ  ىv )v #v0 DهvI( +v2 و+v0  د%v)ت اv)Sب وا,vS اv +v?%  =v? Fvف آ%v- +- ا راr:ه
w)هv< [  رv/ D)vQ ل,vP #v4P w<v آ+v- NJ)v-)ل ر-رp/ + %()X ا+f)/ +,-. ا+/ و)ت ا#
؟+,-. ا+/ا
&اءاتEا
.(l;0 f^ال وا-) +)? )ت% +}-ي ?= أ% ي:)ن وا-7ول  اdء اF  ?= ا+/)2. اy< 9S ف% ىv ل%f كI( +2<) ًء ?= و/ )ن-7 ?)رة  ?)رات اN3 +-)< ا+2)ر ا رP اy< 9S ف%- y ذ/
w)هv< [  رv/ D)vQ ل,vP #v4P w<v آ+v- NJ)v- ر+v %()X ا+vf)/ +,-. ا+/ و)ت ا# )ل-إر
: +))ت ا2 ا رq0 و.ي%()] x)X اB& +,-. ا+/اد ا%
 ةH/ q0= أوا5
q0= أوا4
) 3 q0 أوا7 =2  ةH/ q0 أوا7 =1
O:9 ت واo ا
9v/ +vQ% ةc)vC ر أوv@ )ك أيv<[ هv #))/ وl;0 )ن-7 ?= ?)رات ا+/)2. ?= ا+- ا راr: ه
.+)رآHا
.D د )>ة% +- ا راr: ه#0 +Q% +@ واJا%0 + )رآ أو أH 0 #)   ه<)ك أي2% 7 t(آ) أ
رآM  اp+b
7 م إC  و+) ا+ )/ +c) ن%3 ف%- +)رآH)رك أو اH  )  اD ف%- #)ت ا% ا2
)<  وv/ 'vQ #vv)ت اv% ام اCv-= اvv? +v;0ا% اxvf))ء اvvS? إ#v< )نvv-, yv/)2إ.lv;0 xvv)ل اv  #v0
.+- ا راr: ه#0 ()ء,  )ر   د2% 7 t(a/ )? .,; 'Q أي و#0 xاض اd
رآM  ا/ركM  ا.دb-
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)v( وأ.+v-) را/ qv +}v- أ+v  ?= ا+/)2.)ر أو ا4-, +R4 و ي ا.WP وا+;0ا%ذج ا%( ;اءة/ 'Q ;
)مvQرd= اv? )لv&7)ن ا3.)/ #<( أ+- ا را#0 +)رآH /)ركH آ#Q%;f ص%&C/ +}-د أي أ%2 و+)f #0 أدرك
: +)ا
:+)3 ( أو785) 864-7429 or (785) 864-7385
The Human Subjects Committee Lawrence Campus (HSCL), University of Kansas, 2385
Irving Hill Road, Lawrence, Kansas 66045-7563, email dhann@ku.edu or
mdenning@ku.edu.
ةM   D ا$ B^ *   وأن  كA ا"راhI ه: رآM  ا: N#Y رV إM ن#A*ا اI هN إآ
.(18) 9A
0# لb*ت ا-+,Phil McKnight Ph.D
Abdulkhliq abdulslalm
Professor
Graduate student
Curriculum and Teaching Dept.
Curriculum and Teaching Dept.
1122W. Campus Rd.
1742 Anna Drive. apt. 11
Joseph R. Pearson Hall, Room 441
Lawrence, KS 66044
University of Kansas
(785) 691- 9170
Lawrence, KS 66045
(785) 864-9679
:?ت.ن#A* اO- Aن و"م إر#ا اI@ ظF*• ا&ء ا
ان+9 V إA' وإر:  ا?ف ا: ^ا: V &E ل اA" ا, ن#A* اOK+ ا&ء ام
لAرE" ا9 N ا+9 ? "م ذآ- O- ^#- +:"- "# ا?ف   [ن أ&ة اV rK+  ا0#ا
.ركM  آNp+b V sF
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